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FAIR weather tonight
not
and Thursday ;
much change In temperature
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Committeemen of the State Federation Take
this Action After Investigation
SOLDIERS

MUTED

ATROCITIES IS THE CHARGE

The removal
of General John Chase as commander
of the militia, either by his resignation or removal by executive order,
and the retirement of other officers
"as soon as possible" are the first two
demands contained in the report of
the committee recently appointed by
John McLennan, president of the Colorado State Federation of Labor, to
investigate conditions In the strike
zone and report to Governor Amnions.
Other recommendations were:
The discharge from the militia of
"all mine guards and private detec-

tives.".

,

The issuance of orders under which
the militia shall "prevent workmen
being taken to the mines'' when these
workmen have "been brought into the
state in violation of the law of 1911."
That the law be changed as soon as
possible so that members of the militia shall not elect company officers.
The report is. signed ,by John R
Lawson, chairman; Eli M. Gross,
Miner
James H. Brewster, Frank-T- .
and James Kirwan.
The recommendations are prefaced
with a lengthy statement of conditions,
as viewed by the Investigators, and
attached as supplementary matter are
760 pages of typewritten statements
of witnesses.
"The committee began Us Investigation December 22, 1913, and examined
163 witnesses, about
of whom
are not connected with the strike, nor
are they members or the union," says
the report.
The report, which was submitted to
the governor today, recites that the
committee was appointed, pursuant to
Governor Amnions' suggestion, to investigate certain charges against the
militia cntalned In resolutions adopted, by the convention of the State
Federation of Labor 'December 17,
'

one-thir- d

1913.

w

"Many persona with knowledge of
facts pertinent to the subject of our
Inquiry," says the report, "preferred
not to appear and disclose these facts
.to the committee, foi facts derogatory
to' the militia were iegarded by them
as injurious to that great body 'the
company' which practically controls,
socially financially and politically, the
destinies of men in that part of our
state."
Among witnesses, not directly or
personally interested in the strike,
were Mrs. Hall, Mr. Strombev, Mr.
Bolton, Mrs. Hollearien (postmistress
at Ludlow), Mr. Ralston, Mr.
Jr., Rev. Mr. Cook and Rev. Mr.
McDonald.
The report charges that,
despite the governor's letter, General
Chase refused to aid the committee
In seeing militiamen personally connected with Incidents in the strike
zone Under investigation, and asserted
"that wo must in all cases get the
militia point of view from him."
"That General Chase is laboring under a grave misapprehension as to
his true functions in the strike district was disclosed to us during this
meetisg. He spoke of the exist-neof a 'state 6f war' as Justifying his
total disregard of the constitution;
he referred grft'idly to the honor of
'the soldiers and to the soldiers' patient endurance of cril'oism.' Some
officers and men in. other camps, having a more correct conception of their
duties, nre not ashamed to say that
they are simply policemen."
The report says this sssumpiiuii by
General Chase that they are soldiers
engaeed.in "war" accounts for most
of the errors of the militia errors
Hen-drie-

portunity to examine it thoroughly.
he recalled wo statement
made at the time the committee began its inquiry that if this committee
submitted facts to warrant he, would
make a thorough investigation of such
cases and take action as he finds
seems to be necessary.
However,

oath.
After a parley with the district
torney, Sulzer signed a waiver of
munity and took the stand shortly
ter 3 o'clock.

atimaf-

ALASKAN COAL LANDS

ACCOMODATE

SHIPS

GOETHALS WILL SEND THE FIRST
EARLY
VESSEL THROUGH
IN

Panama, Jan.

APRIL
21.-

-

The Panama

can-

al has reached such a condition of

completion that a large ocean steamer

could now pass through, according to
a statement today by Colonel Goethals.

There are 30 feet of water through
the Cuiebra Cut and the Cucaracha
slido, and it is Colonel Goethais intention to send a Panama railroad
steamer through the canal In April.
A circular order issued by Colonel
Goethals today, to go into effect on
February 1, abolishes the Atlantic and
Pacific divisions of the canal construction because of the nearness of "completion of the work. H. C. Cole, the
engineer In charge of the Pacific; division, will resign on that day.
Lieutenant Colonel William Sibert
of the United States corps of engineers, the concrete construction engineer at Gatun locks, also loses his
engineering osition, but retains bis
seat on the Panama canal commission.
Both ends of the canal are practically
completed, only the electrical installation and clearing up remains to be

finished.
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time a United States marshal in
Texas.
The state department today direct
ed the American consul at Matamoraa,
opposite Brownsville, Tex., to obtain
the release of Hansen, who has been
in trouble before with the rebels by
reason of his reputed federal leanings.
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Generals Drive Tent Peg
El Paso, Tex., Jan. 21. With the
arrival of stragglers and ueveral carloads of their possessions, all the
of-CoaMexican federal soldiers and refugees
from Ojinaga, Mexico, had been interned at Fort Bliss today. The camp
where the 4,6-0- foreigners are to be
kept indefinitely on the footing of
prisoners of war was not quite defir
ir
nitely arranged, because many tents WILL
HAISE AN
FUND FOIi TOE 0 I J'""
were still lacking.
is I V w'
General Salvador Mercado, the former Huerta military chief, with other
Mexican generals, acting as subordiRepresentative of the Organization Predicts fbe Strikers Will Le
nates! of United States army officers,
Victorious, Basing His Belief on the Assumption that llie
went about constantly to direct, li s
in perBusiness Men and Citizens Are in Sympathy with the
BONDS AMD. OTHER SECURITIES soldiers in putting the camp
manent shape.
Walkout-- No
OF RAILROADS TO BE
Steps Are Taken to Extradite Meyer
The refugees appeared cheerful over
- SCRUTINIZED
Dynamite Caps Found Constitute a "Plant"
the end of their long journey. Mexican songs mingled with the hum of
Washington, Jan. rl. Five bills to industry that spread over the reserHoughton, Mich., Jan. 21. The expenditures for the year were $2,
carry out the suggestions' of President vation, and even some of the Mexican
striking
copper miners in the Calu- 102,261.44.
.
Wilson's trust message were being generals pulled off their coats to drive
met district probably will have the
More
than
500
printed resolutions,
completed in congress today The tent pegs.
financial support of the United Mine which have been presented by locat
bills will embrace the following:
Workers during the remaining davs unions for consideration of the conAn interstate trade commission,
Mexican, Uniforms Confiscated
of their fight for recognition of organ vention, were distributed. The resoluwith inquisitorial powers Into corporDouglas, Ariz., Jan. 21. Six thou ized
labor, according to H. G. Street, tions cover a range from praise of th&
ation and tui;:!iorit.y to aid the admin sand shako caps and as many cart who was
sent here by the Mine Work- international officers to tha placing
istration aiid keep big business with ridge belts, said to have been in- ers to
of mine workers on an armed mill
the situation.
investigate
in the law.'1
tended for the uniforming of the Mex
"Labor needs to win this strike," tary basis "to protect our home
Prohibition of interlockingarmies, have said
direc ican constitutionalist
Street today, "and I
it against the mine owners'
standing.
torates in interstate corporations, rail- been seized here by United States of will
win. I have never scpii nu n army." The latter resolution
was
banks.
ficials. A warrant was issued today more
roads
determined tan tne strikers. presented by a local union located at
a
com
of
II.
arrest
the
for
the
interstate
pur Their families are
Rivers,
Empowering
Crested Fits le, Colo.
being well c:amerce commission to regulate the is chasing agent for General Venustiano for
The
contains several resolutions-dcinandiUfby their union ana they don't apsuance of railroad stocks and bonds. Carranza, charging him with an at
pear to have the sltghtest thought of
the immediate removal or
A Sherman, law definitions bill, tempt to export munitions of war Into
the convention city from this city anil.
giving In."
which would define specifically what Mexico.
Street declared that it was appar- for the wKharawa! c the union's-fund- s
constitutes' restraint of trade.
The cartridge 'belts, which came ent that the citizens were not in
from the lorn!
symA general .relations measure seek with the caps in nine large packing
Uroacis-anGovernment
pathy with the strike because most
ui
ing to eliminate "cut throat" competi cases consigned from New York, are of them were in a measure
mines is deniamlo-iUe Calidependent
tive business and which would pro cf the type discarded by the United on the
airl
The fact fornia and Pennsjlvji.ui
vide punishment for . individuals in States army when the new type bI that themining companies.
strikers have held out so another resolution
o:iL( :;:ir,fi tjeroo
stead of business, and make it possi- waa adopted.
long in the face of this hostility in- cratic and repubKi .m c.f.ItOi.j ari-- f
ble for firms or individuals Injured
dicates,
that they will remain stead- lauds the socialist pu'fy.
restraint to
by unlawf;!1-- . Vousiness
fast.
Getting Ready for Downfall
j
? flndlnara against
As jwory fs he Tfiwiiij all l"t local?
x.
.vWss'l'niftpn, Jan. 21 Secretary of
Congress Gjos.;
combinations and ' Institute suits in Suite f try an today said that the state in the
copper district. Street will
Washington, Jn. 21. (
equity for relief.
department had been informed of a proceed to Indianapolis to make the al investigation of the JLcL
conference at Vera Cruz between report in which he expects the United per strike and the Colorado
Jesus Flores Magon, former minister Mine Workers will decide to extend
was urged on members of ti
of the interior, and John Lind, Presi financSal help to the Michigan strik house today by Samuel Gompers,
dent Wilson's special envoy, but that ers.
of the American Federation of
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
no details or the nature of the conThe United Mine Workers' organ- Labor, In circular letters authorised,
ization has hone but coal miners in by the executive council of the federference had been reported.
was presumed that kind's confer- its membership. Metal miners make ation.
It
Met
21.
Jan.
Senate:
Washington,
ence was one of many similar meet- up the membership of the Western
President Gompers' letters cited
at noon,
he Is having with representative Federation of Miners, with which the
West Virginia coal strike inings
a
bill
Senator Thomas Introduced
coal Mexicans on possibilities in the event copper country locals are affiliated. vestigation by the senate, and th
for investigation of the Colon.-!:of collapse of the Huerta government. The former body already is support- Homestead
strike investigation aa
strike.
ing five strikes of its own, it is said. precedents justifying action by, cos.
the
commerce
interstate
Members of
Sheriff Cruse and his men have gress under the present circumstances.
committee had a series of conferences
been
unsuccessful in their efforts to The house democrats will meet ia.
REAROSLEY
FARMER
over projected trust leg'sUt.'-.m-.
find the three men who left a pack caucus tomorrow night to take nk
Smoot bill! to open Alaska classified
age containing fulminating- caps- and the pending investigation resolution.
lands to homesteaders favorably refuses- in a train seat here Monday
A resolution
directing the seuata
GIVES
UP
ported.
Union leaders declared that labor committee to make a full in
night.
Report against the seating of Frank
.
..
mttl Jlviir- - zj Lilian vestigation on the' industrial condi
r. Glass cf Eirininshan Ala, form
men had been carrying deadly explc- - tions in the Colorado strike district
ally presented.
AFTER STANDING OFF THE SHER- sives
around with them. They also was introduced; today by Seoatcr
Minority report against Blair Lee
IFF FOR SEVERAL DAYS
explained the opinion that the pack Thomas. The same committee cc
from Maryland also presented.
HE SURRENDERS
age was a plant arranged bv their ducted the .inquiry into the West VirPassed Root bill to empower su
enemies for the purpose of prejudic ginia coal stri. e.
cases
to
certain
review
court
preme
Mayville, N. Y., Jan. 21. Edward
their cause.
involving constitutionality of statutes. Beardsley, the Chautauqua county ing
No
steps have been taken to extra
Senator Sterling Introduced agri outlaw-farmewho has for, eight dite Charles II.
Moyer, president of
TO
cultural extension bill.
Andays defied the efforts of Sheriff
of Miners,
Western
Federation
the
woman
Senator Ashurst spoke of
derson and a posse to arrest him, and the six other labor leaders who
suffrage.
HAVE CAUSED LEAK.
gave himself up to C D. Backus, a
Naval militia pay bill, already pass local hotej man, at 4 o'clock this morn- are under indictment for conspiracy.
ed by house, favorably reported..
ing and was locked up in the jail here.
Many Miners Are Poor
Hous: Met at noon.
DOCTOR TELLS AEOUT RESULTS?
Backus, who waa appointed a depDemocratic Leader Underwoor, sfter uty sheriff, effected the "capture"
Indianapolis, Ind,, Jan. 21. The
OF AUTOPSY PERFORMED ON
a conference with'' President V'llsm, alone. The outlaw walked to the convention of the United Mine Work
MAJORS bilRL
said he hoped congress would '.'. urn sheriff's office and formally gave ers of America today became engaged
by June 1.
himself Into the custody of the law. In a debate over the seating of deleAlamogordo, N. M., Jan. 21. Dr. I
Resolutions asking Investigation of He was served with a warrant charg- gates delinquent In the international B. Rogers, of Pi I
a hi.j
in tl
the Michigan' and Colorado strikes ing him with assault in the first de- assessments.
case against II II M u fj, r n tr,
"The recent tariff measure has charged with
were forwarded to members by the gree in having shotNG. W. Putnam,
eau'in? the dt a of L
executive council of the American overseer of the poor of Chautauqua plunged the east into abject poverty," daughter, LuJora STxjors, t
.cd t
said Thomas Kennedy cf Hazelton,
Federation of Labor.
county, with intent to kill.
relative to examinations he mta
day
is at the
Resumed: debate on Alaska .railway
Beardsley, during nia effective de- Pa. "My mining district
of specimens of tn r b H, i l a e
bill.
fense of "Fort Beardsley," as his mercy of the coal companies' stores for poison. He d'th i il tv
Representative Edwards asked for farm house came to be known, would and shacks, and there is little of the 25 tests and 1
'
f then
a naval board to select a naval armor allow anyone to see and talk with miners earnings left after the coal
poison.
their
deducted
have
Kim except the sheriff, and he turned companies
' 1 t t
plate site at Savannah.
If the poison Wi
his notoriety into money by the sale shares."
in
the
body
equal proportions to i.j
It was finally voted that the deleof autograph postcards.
f
amount
found
in the tl t M
ungates should be seated! with the
s
n
he
ARRESTED
ined,
id, t1 a gil n vi
unions
local
that
the
derstanding
MISSING SHIP FOUND
a ut a
ti
at
ken
leist
ito
rnunt pay their assessment by May
nic Oi trc i
Plymouth, England, Jan. 21. The I.!.
of white
AS A FEDERAL SPY British
dis"
which
'
submarine
1912 2,3C0 men, or 3.27 for tioil he said to tia3 m i If i i)
During
,
appeared on Friday last during ma- every 1,000 miners employe!, were derrtand th it 5 '
f w 3
neuvers in Plymouth Sound, was loGOVERNMENT
STATES
killed, according to the report of . ed. so ho timcift t 1 c
UNITED
on the bottom at a depth of
cated
!
d pen son.
II F 1 y tl e b1 j ti h in
ASKS THE RELEASE OF
200 feet.
1 ,
I r Ft
the rate in 1011 waa 3.73 men for
WILLIAfvl HANSEN
v t
f n
1 i)t 1
Vi n i f r 1
euij
Mr, r:.'
llyss n.I,ef Por.:-,rnot available, ho said.
SHE'S GETTING OLD
Washington, Jan. 21. Dispatches
' i t
21
The
ro U n in 1 1"
Tl
Jan.
constitutionalist
ci'y
f
the
to
Panama,
agency
today
tr
1
nf 0 J
'
)
tons vi led at
report tho arrest of William Hansen ama today celebrated the two h it 'r(
I
' 1 I
'
c f
u
i '
i I e i
( if t
f
i
a
of
lis
Carand
Mexico,
first
General
anniversary
pi
by
ni
at Victoria,
r
4
t
i
t
'
u t a t "
ranza's forces on thn charge of being which was ordered in lfi'3 bv royal
i
e- - 1
i
a Huerta spy. Hansen was at one decree.

Though Organization is Made Up
Handlers, They Wish to Give Support

f
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CANAL IS BEADY Tfl

i

ami-natio-

'WANTS BETTER RATES
Denver, Col., Jan. 21. Lower rates
and batter service were the demands
Habeas Corpus Is Tried made in behalf of live' stock shippers
Trinidad, Col.; Jan. 21. Habeas cor- by A. E. de Ricquels of Denver topus proceedings of cases' of James T. day in an address before the sevenconvention of the
Davis, marshal at Aguilar, Albert Hill, teenth annual
president, and Robert McGuire, sec- American National Live Stock associaretary of the Agulrar local of the tion.
United Mine Workers of America,
"That reasonable service is not
were instituted this morning in dis- furnished," he said, "is proved by the
trict court. The three men are held great sums paid annually by railways
by the military authorities in connec- to stockmen in the form of claims
tion with the burning of the postof-fic- e which sums, I insist and believe, are
and tipple at the Southwestern not more than half the damage susmine near Aguilar. A petition was tained by the shippers."
t,
also filed in the case of Antonio
an organizer of the miners'
APPOINTS RECEIVERS
union, a few days ago for picketing. WILSON
Jan., 21. President
Washington,
The action was instituted by F. W.
Clark, local counsel for the union, fol- Wilson today made these nominaReceivers of public moneys,
lowing the presentation of a formal tions:
demand for the release of the four R. R. Turner of Oregon, at Rosebud,
men upon General John Chase and Ore.; John W. Cloyd of Colorado, at
Sheriff J. S. Grisham, which was re- Sterling, Colo.; George I. Smith of
:
fused.
Oregon, at Portland, Ore.
Four hundred striking coal miners
marched through the streets of Trinidad this morning In the funeral proCASE
cession of James Colovl, a Striker, CONSPIRACY
who was killed by a train at Ludlow
Sunday.
Preparations for a mass
COMES TO TRIAL
meeting of strikers, their wives and
to
be
held
here
tomorrow,
children,
are under way. The meeting is called
to protest against the Incarceration of TWO MEN ARE ACCUSED OF DECOUNTRY OF
FRAUDING
"Mother" Jones.

'
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CITY EDITION.

CMED

John Doe inquiry into
of the
which range all the way from pitiful, political graft, especially as concerns
puerile blunders to the grossest atro- state road construction.
cities.
During the period Before and after
Governor Makes No Comment
his removal as governor, Sulzer made
Governor Amnions Btated today that many charges against his enemies, but
he did not care to comment on the re- he did not take the stand at the Import of the committee on conditions peachment proceedings, and his apin the strike; zone until he had an op- pearance today was his first under

.

'

21, 1914.

t

They Are Said to Have Been Laboring Under
Misapprehension
of Their Statutes in the Trinidad Strike District Importation
SULZER A WITNESS
of Strikebreakers is Declared to be Contrary to Law and
New York, Jan. 21. William Sulzer,
it is Requested that this be Discontinued
Ask that
former governor, now assemblyman,
was the chief witness cited to appear
Guardsmen no Longer Elect Officers
this afternoon at the resumption here
Denver, Colo., Jan. 21.

JANUARY

ACTS

OWED FOR':

CHASE AS COMMANDER OF THE
COLORADO NATIONAL

DC, WEDNESDAY,

ARE INTERESTED
21. Bankers from AFJ1
all parts of the southwest were here
today when Secretary of the Treasury
McAdoo and Secretary of Agriculture
Houston began hearings to determine
where the federal reserve bank for
this section should be located
Festus J. Wade, president of the St.
Louis clearing house, and head of
two St. Louis 'banks, set forth the
claims of St. Louis for a federal re: PRESIC; .T WILSON'S VIEWS TO
' " :TED INTO LAWS
serve bank, and intimated that a large
BE
IN NEAR FUTURE
territory was desirea.
"The territory we suggested," he
said, "includes Missouri, Kansas, Ar
BILLS
kansas, Texas, Nebraska, Oklahoma, FIVE
Tennesee, Mississippi, Southern Illi- nais, Southern Indiana, Louisiana and ONE MEACURE PROPOSES INTERKentucky."
STATE TRADE COMMISSION
F. O. Watts, president of the Third
WITH GREAT POWER
National bank of St Louis, said that
Kansas City should be iucluded In St
Louis territory.
STOCK
BANKERS
St. Louis,

of

m
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Seattle, Wash-- , Jan. 21. Trial of
the case of the United States against
Charles F. Munday and Archie W.
Shields, charged with conspiracy to
States of coal
defraud the United'
lauds in the Bering river district in
Alaska, was begun today. The defendants were indictedi by a federal grand
jury at.Tai'oma October 14, 1910.
The indictment charges that on
May 1, 1905, the defendants conspired
to defraud the United States of the
use and possession of 160,670 acres
of coal lands, known generally as the
"Stracey" claims because of ie connection of Sir Edward Stracey and his
brother, Algernon H. Stracey, with
the claims.- - The, indictment alleges
that the defendants conspired to get
possession and title to this land for
the benefit of private corporations
known as the Alaska Development
company and1 the Pacific Coal and Oil
company. The land is 17 miles northeast of Katalla, being separated from
the Cunningham claims by the Kush-takglacier.
Defendants were brought to trial in
March, 1911, in Seattle, and Judse
Hanford, who has since resigned,
quashed the indictments against them.
The United States supreme court
unanimously reversed Jud'W Hanford,
who hnd held that the land laws did
not forbid assignment of entries of
coal lands. The cases were reinstated later. Charles F. Munday, who
was the promoter of tho companies
is an attorney of Seattle, where he
has lived 30 years,
.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
the haudeiu'iti with a stone. A sand
storm comes up, and exhausted ana A
1'lLLi dying, he at last finds himself by the
side of the dead man trying to place
f- the loot on the body of the corpse.
J 3
Tom finds them and taking the loot
from the dead bandits goes to see
Mary. The sheriff apprehends him
and finds the money. Tom's voice
brings Mary back to consciousness
and the situation is explained as Tom
BY
TRANSACTION IS REVEALED
THE CIRCLE'S END" AT BROWNE slips the ring on lier finger.
TEODORO
OF
ARREST
THE
AND PHOTOPLAY TWO
MARTINEZ
NIGHTS ONLY
Women and Wet Feet
Cold and wet feet are a dangerous
and
Albuquerque, N, M., Jan. 21 The
"The Circle's End," a motion pic- combination especially to women,Backoften result.
United States attorney's office here
ture film made in Las Vegaa last fall congested kidneys
ache, urinary Irregularities and rheu- has been asked by Assistant District
by the Lubtn company, under the di matic fevers are not unusual results.
rection of Romaine Fielding, tlie most Foley Kidney Pills restore the regular Attorney Harring of San Juan county,
and normal action of kidneys and to prosecute Teodoro Martinez, 50
popular producer and actor In the bladder
and remove the cause of the years old, for violation of the Mann
of
to
the
people
country, according
trouble. Contain no habit forming white slave
act, upon the ground that
this city, will be shown tonight and drugs. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Martinez brought Into this state from
tomorrow night at the Browne and Drug Store. Adv.
old girl, for Im
Colorado, a
Photoplay theaters. The picture origin
moral purposes. "
but
"The
called
was
Law,"
Higher
ally
DID CHILD WAKE UP
United States Attorney Summers
as the Lubin company in Philadelphia,
Burkhart
has declined to prosecute una
produced
coincidence,
strange
by
Mann
der
the
act, since the girl was
CROSS OSJEVERISH?
simultaneously a picture by the same
state not 'by a transthe
Into
brought
was
to
"The
name
changed
title, the
portation company, but in a wagon,
Circle's End."
IF TONGUE IS and since he doubts whether the Mann
A number of Las Vegas favorites LOOK, MOTHER!
act applies to the case. He also will
COATED GIVE "CALIFORIA
make up the cast, which includes Rotake no action until it is shown wheEdSYRUP OF FIGS"
maine Fielding as "Big Buck" and
ther or not the state authorities can
Mother!
child
Your
isnt
naturally
as
his pal, Mary Ryan
mund Cobb,
and Mary Butts, Jess Robinson as Tom cross and peevish. See If tongue is convict Martinez of rape, on which
this la a sure sign Its little charge he is now held a prisoner In
Caynor and Al Jacoby, better known coated;
liver and bowels need a the San Juan county jail. The United
stomach,
Butts.
as
Sheriff
as "Daddy,"
once.
States attorney has no doubt of the
A synopsis of the story told by the cleansing at
full
of
When
listless,
feverish,
pale,
state's
ability to convict under New
film is as follows;
cold, breath bad, throat sore, doesn't Mexico law, as the evidence seems to
of
Sheriff
the
Butts,
daughter
Mary,
or act naturally, has stomach- be clear.
is the telegraph operator at Loneville eat, sleep
-ache,
diarrhoea, remember, a genThe story of Martinez's crime, as
station. Tom Gaynor and she have
liver
bowel cleansing should placed hefore the United States attortle
and
had a falling out because Tom has
always he the first treatment given.
ney by the San Juan county law offi
gone across the desert on an errand
Nothing equals "California Syrup of cer in correspondence received yester
he will not explain. The fact Is that
Figs' for children's Ills; give a
day, is most revolting.
lie has gone to the city to buy an enand in a few hours all the
The child, whose name is Rosa Lu- gagement ring. Mary gets a telegram foul waste, sour bile and fermenting
for her father advising him to appre food which Is clogged in the bowels cero, was living witn ner moiner,
hend Tom Gaynor for being connected passes out of the system, and you brothers and sisters in a small village
Torn between have a well and playful child again. in La Tlata, Colo. The assistant dis
with a train hold-up- .
love and duty Mary hides the message All children love this harmless, de- trict attorney writes that according
in her dress. She runs across the licious "fruit laxative," and It never to Martinez's own testimony and that
real robbers and hastens to tetl her fai's to effect a good "Inside" cleans- of the child, he, Martinez, deliberately
father, hut he has gone to town. The ing. Directions for babies, children bought the child from her mother, the
'
are plainly conditions of the sale eeing that Margirt finds an old pair of handcuffs of all ages and grown-up- s
tinez should remit a stated sum of
and revolver and goes herself to cap- on the bottle.
to the mother, for
ture the bandits. She gets the drop
Keep It handy In your home. A money each month
on them and handeutis them together. little given today saves a sick child the support of herself and her remain-igchildren, Martinez to have the girl
Then she swoons, her father finds her tomorrow, hut get the genuine. Ask
to
do
with as he pleased. He kept the
of
bottle
50rcent
a
delirious and takes her home. He your druggist for
for a time, then
find 3 the telegram and Is on the look- "California Syrup of Figs," then look girl in Colorado
out for Tom The robbers get lost In and see that It is made by the ''Cali brought her Into San Juan county,
Coun coming over the line in a wagon. He
the desert,' and being unable to free fornia Fig Syrup Company."
themselves they fight and one kills terfeits are being sold here. Don't went to work for a San Juan county
farmer, digging post holes, keeping
the other. The surviving one breaks be fooled. Adv.
the girl with him in a tent
At her first opportunity the child
COMMON LAW"
ran away and told the story of her
wrongs, when prompt action was taken. Mart.inez. was arrested,
harged
with rape, and will he held pending
the action of the grand jury. The
child has been cared for, although her
ultimate disposition has not been determined.
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DAUGHTER SOLD

Li VEdAS

AS SLAVE BY
MOTHER

lEATERS

n

-

"THE

ONE OF
THE SEASON'S BEST PLAYS

Colds Cause Headache and Grip
LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE tablets remove cause. There is only One
"BROMO QUININE." It has signature
of B. W. GROVE on box, 25c.

NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
Santa Fe, Jan. 21. The 47 state
banks of New Mexico have all report
ed to thei taveling auditor's office for
the six months ending December 31,
1913, as required by law, and a com
pilation of their reports shows some
interesting figures on the resources of

these Institutions:

JANUARY

WEDNESDAY,

21,1914

For the purpose

of comparison the total resources at
the end of each six month's period
since statehood became effective, is
given below ;
5.702.693
June 30, 1912
December 31, 1912 ",421,043
i.SSt 3.r0
June 30, 1913
'

J:

VEGAS

Li

II

-

GETS

IN THE
NECK

S,41 1.531
December 31, 1913
Loans and discounts 18 months ago
amounted to $2,517,248. In the report
of December 31 these items total
15,701,337.
Twelve months ago this
figure was $4,6S2,4S4, and six months
ago it was $5,381,399.
Actual' cash on hand IS months ago
was $236,679; twelve months ago it
was $324,121;. six months ago, $262,773
and on December 31, $327,442.
The combined surplus of the state
banks a year and a half ago- was
On December 31 it was
$114,369.
Undivided
$130,692.
profits jumped
from $8S,077 on June 30, 1912, to $213,-79on December 31. Dividends unpaid on June 30, 1912, were $9,235,
and in the last report $24,233.
The people of New Mexico have
some $1,060,754 more on deposit in
the banks subject to check than they
had a year and a half ago, the figures
being: Juue 30, 1912, $2,807,511; December 31, 1913,43,868,265. The thfifiv
New Mexicans increased their savings
account not a little in this time also,
as 18 months ago savings and time de
posits totalled $1,330,187, while on December 31 these items amounted to

ALREAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT
MOST DOUBLE THAT OF CITY
OF SANTA FE

6

Santa Fe, N. M, Jan. 21. -- The, tax
rolls of San Miguel county were re
ceived today by the traveling auditor,
and the Union county assessment rolls
will be here by tonight The treasurer of Dona Ana county, who desired
to retain the rolls longer, to assist
him In the collection o taxes, has received an order to send them in at
ance, and they are expected in Santa
Fe by tomorrow noon. The Otero coun-trolls are still out and no explanation has been received for the delay
in transmitting them to Santa Fe.
The Chaves and Eddy county rolls are
tied up by litigation. All the other
rolls have been in the traveling auditor's office for some time.
The real estate assessment of East
Las Vegas and Las Vegas is almost
double that of the city of Santa Fe, although there is no much difference In
population. The San Miguel assessment rolls show that the city lots and
improvements in the Meadow City are
valued at $3,450,761, and the total as
sessment for the county is $16,763,341,
or almost twice that of Santa Fe coun
ty. The tax yield from that amount is
figured to be $133,051.67, or almost 70
per cent greater than that for Santa
Fe county, San Miguel county's contribution to the state in the way of
taxes Is to be $74,159.96 for regular
purposes and $4,947.86 for special purposes. For municipal purposes,
or more than three times as
much as is to be raised in Santa Fe
eounty, is on the tax duplicates.
The items of the assessment roll are
led by that of 75 miles of railroad,
which are assessed at $4,543,008, or
of the entire asmore than
sessment. The next highest Item, af
ter city real estate, Is 434,634 acres of
agricultural, land, assessed at $2,205,- 996.
Then comes 1,332,958 acres of
pastural lands, valued at $2,172,031
The other Items are 9,334 acres of tlm
ber lands, $63,007; electric light
plants $172,225; 12 miles of telephone
and telegraph, $75,702; ditches, $200
mines, $825; flour mills, $1,662; saw
mills $75,000; 4,136 horses, $200,075
293 mules, $19,208; 21,637 cattle, $689,
309; 62,889
sheep, $224,784; 5,713
goats, $8,543; 300 swine, $2,927; 215
burros, $1,171; 1,262 vehicles," $37,603:
717 sewing machines, $9,837; saddles,
$12,354; merchandise, $590,300; farm
ing implements, $13,581; saloon and
other fixtures, $60,620; money, $6,- 085; watches, $2,781; books,. $6,229;
jewelry, $2,432; musical instruments,
$19,691; household furniture, $119,218;
shares of stock, $343,697; wheat, $105;
19a bushels of oats, $201; 250 bushels
$154; 1,820 tons of hay, $16,- y

$2,179,067.

There are 4,628 savings depositors
the state banks and all other depositors number 16,684. Dividends
paid during the past year to bank
stockholders amounted to $141,155, or
13
per cent on the capital stock
of the banks paying dividends This
amount Is also about 8
per cent
on the entire bank capital of fce
state banks.
These figures only include the re
sources of the state banks and do not
t&ko into consideration the 40 odd national banks of the state which, in
in re1912, had over $20,6S7,000
sources.
A compilation of the reports of all
the building and loan associations of
the state for the six months ending
December 31, 1913, shows total resources of $1,519,741, as compared
with $1,467,542 on June .30, 1913, and
$1,450,852 a year' ago, or a gain of
$68,889 in one year.
Loans on real estate a year age
were $1,234,889, and in the compila
tion just made public by the traveling
auditor's office they were $1,235,8C3
Real estate In the report of a year
ago totaled $46,127, while-a- t the close
of business December 31, 1913, It was
nd unpaid InterAccrued
$105,221.,
est on December 31, 1912. was
while the "present report gives
this Item $9,808.
On the liabilities side of the account the installment stock outstanding a year ago was $1,020,546, and in
the present report Is $1,040,266. The
paid upi stock liaB increased in a year
from $167,898 to $178,097. The surplus a year ago was $37,737, now it is
$35,134. Undivided profits' a year ago
were $112,868, now they are $162,867,
a gain of $50,000 in a year. Unpaid
dividends dropped from $31,033 a year 255.
ago to $9,133 in the present report.
Twelve associations are in business
'
How's This?
in the state and the above figures are
We offer One Hundred Dollars Refrom the summaries of their various ward for any case of Catarrh
that
statements.
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
In

0

3

'

picks Crossetts for comfort.
The shoes you'll be loyal to
year after year.

8

S M

CROSSET
TRADE
MARK If
$4JO to $6.00 everywhere
Lewis A. Crossett, Inc., Makers, North Abinglon, Mass.

There's a special Crossett
last for people with arrh
troubles. Ask our agents
about it.

one-fourt- h

$17,-79-

"TirPUTS

0,

JOY IN

SBRF, ACHING FEET

Cure.
F. J. CHENEY &CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all

business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations
made by his firm.
NATIONAL

fepYourJands

eyes pick Crossetts
KEENstyle.
Common sense

"My, How 'TIZ' Gladdens Tired, Swollen, Sweaty Feet It's

BANK OF COMMERCE.
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internal-

T

.yr

Estdblislxed

he.3 WedasLcai'mp.Sioro

si F

Son

1862

ly, acting directly upon the blood
surfaces of the system. Tes-

When You Are Bilious
stomach
Food ferments in your
timonials sent free. Price 75 cents
when you are bilious. Quit eating
Sold
bottle.
per
by all druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pilfs for const! and take a full dose of Chamberlain s

pation. Adr.

Tablets. They will clean out and
strengthen your stomach and tomorWHIST CONGRESS OPENS
row you will relish your fjod again.
New York, Jan. 21. Many devotees
The best ever for biliousness. For
of the game of whist gathered at the
sale by all dealers. Adv.
Hotel Victoria today to1 take part in
the annual meeting and tournament of
HEARINGS FOR PACIFfC COAST
the Atlantic Whist Association. The
Washington, Jan. 21. Representaassociation embraces whist clubs in
of Pacific coast trade and other
tives
leading cities throughout New England
will be heard on the
organizations
and the eastern states.
subject of exclusion of Asiatics when
a house committee resumes considerSneffels, Col. A. J. Walsh was
badly done up with rheumatism and ation of the pending immigration bill
sent for Foley Kidney Pills which was tomorrow. Witnesses are expected
the only thing that would cure him. from San Francisco, Los Angeles,
Geo. Potter of Pontiac, Mo., was down
a numon his back with kidney and bladder Portland, Seattle, Tacoma and
trouble and Foley Kidney Pills made ber of other cities.
him well and able to work. It Is a
splendid medicine and always helps
Do you begin to cougnt at night-Just try it. O. G. Schaefer and Red just, when
you hope to sleep? Do you
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
nave a tickling throat that keeps you
awake? Just take Foley's Honey an
A good remedy for a had cough Is Tar Compound.
It will check the
BALLARD'S HOREHOUND SYRUP, cough and stop the tickling sensation
not upset the stomach.
it heals the lungs and quiets Irritation. Isat once. Does
best for children and grown perPrice 25c, 50o and $1.00 per bottle.
sons. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
Drug Store. Adv.
,

Glorious!"

Soft and Vliite

"Happy!
Happy!
Uae "HZ"'
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SURPLUS

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00
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Cunningham, Preside
Frank, Springer,
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V
D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
E. S, Lewis, Ass't Cash.
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"TIZ" makes
feet fairly dance
go the aches and
louses, blisters,

MISS A1LEEN POB, IN "THE COMMON LAW."

"The Common Law," a dramatization of the book of that name by Robert V. Chambers, will be brought to
the Duncan opera' house on January
28.
The story of the play Is well
known from the popularity of the

when two people are wholly in love.
She contends that marriage la an obstacle of true love, and he finally
comes to her way of thinking, hut only
for a time. When he has fought for

the girl and suffered for her and embittered his feelings trying to live up
Louis Neville, the artist, is a man to her false ideas, she slowly begins
of high quality.
He wfants to marry to see where she is wrong, and at
the girl and tells her many times that Ieirrth they are married and their trouhe cares nothing for the jibes of so- bles ended.
ciety, and he means it. He wants her
Manager Al II. woods, under whose
and declares she is, better than the tutelage the new production haB been
vacuous maids of the higher society made, has spared no expense in mountto whit.-- he is born, ?mt she is
manner,
ing the play in a
in nor refusal, and persuades and the attraction has a well rounded
him to the belief that the simple personnel that has much to do with
mnmbHng of a clergyman has nothing the intense interest its presentation
to do with the sacrodness of marriage lias aroused.

hook.

With

CuticurdSoap
And Ointment
Treatment: On retiring, soak the
hands in hot water and Cuticura
Soap. Dry, anoint with Cuticura
Ointment, and wear soft bandages
or old loose gloves during the night.
Ciitiram Soap and Ointment sold throughout Oi
world. Literal saraplof esrh mailed free. Wlt!l32-book. A.Mrrea "Cuticura." l)e)t.
Boston.
TMra who shHve anit shampoo wlUi tut'lunk
Soap will Uiid it beat lursiimwdsciilB,

6,

sore, burning, tired
with delight Away
pains, the corns, cal
bunions and chil-

blains.
"TIZ" draws out the acids and pois
ons that puff up your feet No matter how1 hard you work, how long you
dance, how far you walk, or how long
you remain on your feet, "TIZ" brings
restful foot comfort. "TIZ" Is magi
cal, grand, wonderful for tired, aching, swollen, smarting feet. Ah! how
comfortable, how happy you feel.
Your feet just tingle for joy; shoes
never hurt or seem tight.
,
Get a 23 cent box of "TIZ" now
from any druggist or department
store. End foot torture foreverwear
smaller shoes, keep your foet freb,
sweet and happy. Just think! a whole
year's foot comfort for only 25 cents.
Adv.

tA& VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS:.. BANK
CAPITAL

STpen

-

.

$30,GQ0.00-

Office with (he San Miguel Naiiona! Bank
WML

G.

HAYDON-I- L

President

W. KELLY...
D. T. HOSKINS

--

Vice President

Treasurer

Interest PedJ On Deposits

!

LAS VEGAS

f OPTIC,

f

WEDNESDAY,

JANUARY

T-

21, 1914.
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L'

')R "REVIVAL"
Pa., Jan. 21. Labor
unions in all parts of Pennsylvania
have made arrangements tor the opening day of a great labor labor "revival."
Tub campaign will last ten
days and will be conducted under t'.fi
auspices of the State Federation of
Labor. The purpose vt the movement
is to stir up interest among the working people with a view to making 1914-banner year for organized labor in
Nightly meetings are
Pennsylvania.to be held under the auspices of the
labor organizations. Leaders of national and state labor bodies will address the meetings. Membership campaigns will 'be inaugurated and plans
discussed for securing the enactment
of laws to benefit the working classes at the next session of the
Harrii-iburg-
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RESULTS TELL
There Can Be No Doubt About
Results in East Las Vegas
Results tell the tale.
All doubt is removed.
The testimony of an East Las Vegas
citizen.
Can be easily investigated.
What better proof can be had
Mrs. Anna Pearce, 509 Eighth St.,
East Las Vegas, N. M., says: "I was
troubled for about a year with weak
This ailment
ness of the kidneys.
was removed by one box of Doan's
Kidney Pills. I have never used more
than a few doses of them, .whenever
I have needed a kidney medicine.
They have always relieved me quickly.
Last fall I made a trip to Missouri
and while I was there, I had an attack of kidney trouble. I Immediately
got a supply of Doan's Kidney Pills
and two bojes took away the pain In
my tack and made my kidneys normal."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other. Adv.
.
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STOCKHOLDERS

NOTICE,
'

1

0ui

New York, an. 21. A report Just
issued by the director of the census
bureau shows the assessed valuation of taxable property in 184 of the
leading cities of the United States
having a population of more than
The total assessed valuation of
taxable property In these cities was
in 1910. Of this total
$20,059,387,438
$8,322,958,862 is credited to New Ycrk
30,-00-

;

The annual meeting of the stock
holders of the Agua Pura Company
of Las Vegas will be held fn the office, of the company at Las Vegas, N.
M., January 26, 1914, at 3 o'clock p.
m. for the election of directors and
for the transaction of such other
business as may come before the
CHAS. ROGERS,
meeting.
Secretary.
January 1, 1914.

AND

1 Hira&Y
I1UI1UU111
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State aforesaid, as the day to prove
the last will and testament of said
Pompilio Buccl, deceased.
Ia testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal
of the Probate Court this 24th day of
December, A. D. 1913.

JANUARY 21 A ND22

LORENZO DELGADO,
Clerk of the Probate Court.

66
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LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
of Tina Q. Elston, deceased.
State of New Mexico, County of San
Miguel, Office of the Probate Clerk,
County of San Miguel, N. M.,
To all whom it may concern, greeting:
You are" hereby notified that the
19th day of February A. D. 1914, has
been fixed by the Honorably Pronato
Court, In and for tha County and State
aforesaid, as the day to prove the last
will and testament of said Tina G.
Elston, deceased.
In testimony whereof, I have here
unto se"t my hand and affixod the eeal
of the Probate Court this 18th day of
December, A. D., 1913.

.

MADE IN LAS VEGAS

.

BIG BUCK

HIS PAL
MARY BUTTS.
TOM GAYNOR
SHERIFF BUTTS. .

--

-

-

-

-

ROMAINE FIELDING
EDMUND COBB
MARY RYAN
JESS ROBINSON
AL JACOBY

-

--

This picture was originally named "The Higher Law"
but changed to "THE CIRCLE END"
.

LORENZO DELGADO,
Clerk of the Probate Court.

ATTOKNEYH

JERRY S UNCLE'S NAMESAKE
George

two-reVitagraph Comedies with
Mr. Sidsy Drew, one of the best of Vitagraph producers.

One of those sparkling

HUNKER & HUNKER
A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunk
Attorneyt-at-La-

el

(As Vfieas

New Mpt

,

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

yd

U

Mil

ADMISSION

Dentist
Dental work of any description
moderate prices
rtoonj I, Center Block, Tel Main
Voiv Mexico
Rust Tab foea

a

TERS

- -

JONES-BOWER-

S

MONUMENT
Albuquerque, N. M.
2J5 E.

5 AND 10 GENTS

IS

CO

THE

PENNANCE
Fielding's

BLIND POWER
Picture, Made in Las Vegas

OF THE
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m

cure, Chiropody.
Hotel Rcimatns
Office Hours: 1:30 p. n. to 3:39 p.

up-to-t-

n

Jj,

9. 8. S. la

Wonder for the Eyw, Now
ud I tirotit.

Tt Is (finitely known that catarrh etvm
be cured by the simple proves of inoi-uremedies
flnHMotlkl
I.Hnir thB hlnnri
that stop inflammatory comlit!in throueh- -

of t) bodv. all8 iB dune wini tiie famous
SwW'i Sw fcpwitic. or aa it is wkielv
known g s s. jt u taken Into th blooit
ae naturally as tne most nourisums
food.
It spreads lis Influence over every
orsan In the body, through all the veins
mul nrterivH. and enalilcR all inucouft sur
faces to exchance Inflammatory acids anil
other Irritating aubslanevs for arterial elements that effectually cltanse the system
and thus put an end to all catarrhal polluout the stomach of,
S. S. B. clean
tion.
enables only pure,
mucous accumulations,
.
Inir tiiHterlnln to enter the iiit.es- tines, combines with these food elements t
enter the circulation, and in less man nu
hour Is at work throughout the body la
the process of purification.
You will soon realize Its wonderful Influence by the absence of ricadaehe and)
steadily Improved nasal condition.
For special advice on any blood diseaso
write to the Swift Ppeclfic Co.. 223 Swift
Do not delay to got
F.ldff.. Atlanta. Gn.
bottle of S. S. 8. from your druggist.
Alwavs Insist that you want 8. S. S.
and nothing else. Heware of all attemt
to sell you a substitute.

Jt

ti1oiKl-n.nl-

questions are to be decided by the
voters of Dallas at the social election
proposed
tomorrow, when thirty-fou- r
amendments to the ity charter are
to be submitted for the approval of
the people. Restrictions regarding the
granting and use of the franchises of
public service corporations are the
most Umportant issues involved in the
election.

Ragged wounQ are painful and
cause much annoyance. If not kept
clean they fester aM become running
SNOW LINIBALLARD'S
sores.
MENT is an antiseptic healing remedy
for such cases. Apply it at night be
fore going to bed and cover with a
cotton cloth bandage. It heals in a
few days. Price 25c, 50c and
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co

Chronic Indigestion Permanently
Cured
"Six years ago," writes S. E. Carpenter, East Aurora, N. Y:, "I was in
indivery bad shape suffering from
when
solid
food,
not
could
eat
gestion,
a friend advised me to try Chamberlain's Tablets. I found such relief
from one box that I continued usins
them until cured, and though six years
Adv.
have elapsed I have not felt tha
trouIMPORTANT ELECTION IN DALLAS slightest return of my former
Adv.
dealers.
all
Dallas, Tex., Jan. 21. Important ble." For sale by
-

USE

ELETRiC

OTDB

or store, or shop, no matter how larffe
or small, will find ELECTRIC POWER from our central
The factory

station cheapest and most convenient.
There is absolutely NO WASTE from electric
power. You only pay for the power you actually use
or contract for. It is always available in any quantity.

Electric power eliminates dust and dirt, noise and
vibration. The problem of fuel and ash disposal and
hundreds of other vexations inseparable from the opa
ration of other forms of power production are of no
concern to those usinj electric service.
ECONOMICAL SHALL. ELECTRIC

Small electric motors are invaluable to merchants
and housewives and dentists. They can be employed
for a wide variety of purpose. Sewing machine motors save time and energy. Just the tiling for YOUR
wife. Buy her one today.
Initial costs of electric motors are mcilcrdo.
Operation inexpensive. We will be pleased to demonstrate the advantages of electric motors, or ask yeur
supply dealer.
"Always at Ycur rrvi:

W ROWERS

Professional Health Culture for Ladle
MRS. OLLIS 6HEARER
General Massage. Hair mi Eoalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Mani-

?'

A HABIT THAT PAYS

p
COMING QUICK

4 ffyfS

old-tim-

-

i

Central
Experience.

23 Years Practical
w
.TONE?
A

Drug Btore is getting to be a misnoe
mer for the
shop where the
be
was
found.
In these
to
apothecary
days the former druggist
has become a seller of candy and, cigars, a dispenser of soda and ice
s
cream, a dealer In all kinds of
In
he
addition,
and novelties.
usually maitains a local telephone exchange in his store, for he has found
it profitable. Toilet preparations are
there in abundance and some patent
mpdirinea may still m found on his
minute
selves.
But in the
store as it exists in New York now
adays there are to be seen few, drugs
and medicines. The prescription counter, if it has not been cut out altogether, has been relegated to the extreme back corner of the establish-mn- t.
The entire front of the store is
occupied by a colossal soda fountain
on one side, with the cigar stand and
the extensive candy cases opposite. A
look into one of these stores at almost
any hour of the day or night is sufficient to convince ont that there Is no
exaggeration in the statement that
the American public pays $50,000,000
a year for its soda and other soft
drinks. There is moru than one drug
store in New York that does an aver-age soda business of from $500 to $1,- -'
000 a day. When it la figured that
the profit runs as high at 350 per cent
it is easy to see why the druggist is
giving his attention to the soda
.

The smallest hanking quarters in
New York, if not the tiniest banking
room within the flnaiwial circles of
the world, is that occupied by the
Universal Savings bank which does its
business in a booth in the corridor of
the Singer building, near the Liberty
street entrance. In the lobby, facing
the battery of elevators, a section of
the floor of the big skyscraper has
been partitioned to form an oblong
room for the business of the bank,
providing floor space t approximately
8x16 feet. The positions of cashier
and teller are filled by one man, who
has a little cage for his work, and
another small section, provided with
a shelf, ink, pens and deposit slips,
13 for the customers.
If the officers
and trustees of the Bank desired to
hold a general meeting there they
would have to assemble in the corridor outside to do it, as there Isn't
space enough in the entire banking
room, with its minute safe for books,

ing:

WEDNESDAY

$50,000,000

an Impossible thing in the United
States, or in any other country, a few
decades ago. Nowadays It Is tatten as
a matter of course and attracts little
or no attention. Only a few days ago
a man whom very few persons had
ever heard of died at his home in
Mineola, L. I. His will showed that
he left an estate wortn between
The man's
and $50,000,000.
name was Charles E. Appleby. He
made practically his entire fortune in
real estate operations In, Manhattan
and along the north shore of Long

LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
of Pompilio Buccl, deceased.
State of New Mexico, County of aa
Miguel, Office of the Probate Clem
County of San Miguel, N. M.
To all whom it may concern, greet
You are hereby notified that the
24th day of February A. D. 1914, has
been fixed by the Honorable Probate
Court, in and for the County and

a filing cabinet, and a wardrobe taking
up part of it, for six persons to crowd
in and sit down together.

Remarkable Catarrh Curs
That Get Right into the
Affected Parts and
Stops Gatherings.

knick-knack-

City.

to liev and die practically unknown
except ty a small circle of acquaintthe ances and associates would have been
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Universal Language Bureau, whose
duty it shall be, acting for tbe union,
to introduce, develop an.d apply an
officially recognized international aux-

fI V

ESTABLISHED

1373.

iliary language.' The association, as
such, maintains the strictest neutralPublished by
ity in regard to existing systems of
international
CO.
PUBLISHING
OPTIC
THE
auxiliary language or
I
any that subsequently come into ex(Incorporated.)
istence. It refrains from any propo-gand- a
in favor of Individual systems."
Editor.
PADGETT
tX
The neutrality of the association is
well shown through the admission of
adherents of various international
-- """""Vvlanguage systems, and at the present
time the following languages are repEntered at the postoffice at East resented: Bplak, Esperanto, Europal,
Ido (Reform Esperanto), Latin sine
a
era Vegas, New Mexico, for
flexione Neutral (Reform Neutral),
through the United ?atea
Pankel, Perfect, Romanal Tutonlsh,
t Mia &3 second clasg matter.
trana-rtStfilo-

,

Viva, Volapuk.

While the association as such

un-

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
der no circumstances undertakes the
matter of any propaganda for any par.
Dally, by Carrier
1 .05 ticular system, it declines alt responCopy
.15 sibility for anything in this respect
ttse Week
.65 by any of its Individual members, as
C3ne Month

Cr

.

One year

...

7.50

every member naturally preserves his
own personal freedom of action. In
Dally, by Mall
f 6.00 the association itself there is claimed
One year (In advance).
8.00 to be no room for
CM 'Months (in advance)
any unprofitable
. 7.50 conflict of language.
Que Year (In arrears)
3.75
&x Months (In arrears)
The immediate aim of the association ia to present a detailed memorial
to the federal government of SwitzerWEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
land wherein the necessity and genGROWER
$2.00 eral utility of a universal language
One Tear
. 1.00 bureau should be strongly set forth,
Six Months
with the request tnat, through the
mediation of the Swiss Federal CounIn
Mall
Advance
for
(Cash
cil; withjiotiie
fovernments, a prelimSubscriptions)
conference would be
diplomatic
inary'
or
draTt
Hemlt by check,
money
summoned.
The
business of this .conIf eent otherwise we will not
ference would be to discuss the desirtea responsible for loss.
of an officmlly recognized inSpecimen copies free on application. ability
ternational auxiliary language. Should
such negotiations be successful, the
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED ATJ
npvt hn wmilri ihA thA plwHon of n.
.
EXPIRATION OF TIME
committee or neutral experts ojp tne
PAID FOR
governments concerned or by the preliminary conference of their represen
Advertisers are guaranteed the tatives, whose duty It would be to ex
largest dally and weekly circulation amine the existing systems of artificial
ci any newspaper In northern New language, to select the most euitahje
one, and to lay down the lines of fur
Mexico.
ther development. A draft on an international treaty for the introduction
TELEPHONES
business Office
Main 2 of ah Snternational language will be
"News Department
Main 9 prepared by experts: and incorporated in the memorial. x
In the event of no government be
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 21, 1914.
ing willing to assist in the summon
ing of a diplomatic preliminary con
ference, the association reserves for
OURjUIUl! ASSESSMENT
Itself the appointment of a commitJ cording to figures made public at tee of experts, to be selected from
technical colleges, cham
a"au:.a Fe, Creater Las Vegas,
g universities,
both the East and West sides, bers of. commerce, etc., ..but in . all
if raying taxes on a real estate valu-rln- n cases from bodies strictly neutral in
nearly double that of the city the matter of an auxiliary language.
of Santa Fe. Las Vegas always has The final recognition of the language
had a larger valuation than Santa would under no circumstances deFe, and if the figures were based upon volve upon a congress to be sum
an equitable basis, this city, would moned by the governments.
o
have reason to take pride in' the ad- ranee over the capital City this year.
HOW TO BUILD GOOI
ROADS
However, as is well known, real es
tate In Las Vegas and San Miguel
There is only one right solution of
county, through tlie action of' the
board of equalization, has been made the road problem, and that is the conto bear a heavy burden in taxation struction of permanent roads. Kvery
through Increased valuation. We have road built wholly or in part with
more property than Santa Fe, but not funds provided by the state or federal
"enough more to make the figures' government should have a length of
aount so high if the board of equal!, life equal to the life of the bonds isnation had "equalized."
sued to raise the money to pay for
them. The foundation, bridges, culo
verts and retaining walls at least
AX INTERNATIONAL
should have such durability; otherLANGUAGE
will find
wise future generations
themselves doubly burdened in paying
The movement for a universal lan- off these old bonds and
at the same
guage does not aim to drive out the time raising money for the rebuildjiatural languages but merely to in- ing of the roads.
troduce an auxiliary idiom that may
The use of bitumens or tar for
fcring about an easier understanding binder In place of water Increases the
between all nations and at the same life .of the macadam road and allays
lme have the advantage of express- the idust nuisance, but does not proing conceptions in a manner less am- vide a permanent road, because such
biguous and more generally intelligi- binders undergo chemical changeB and
ble than is possible In the case of
disintegrate in time. The bituminous
words la the natural languages, since road Is a great Improvement on the
these carry with them many vague
highway, howordinary water-bounconnotations. There xist t present ever, particularly for Ttgnt traffic. The
several language systems that have first
requirement of a permanent road
shown that It Is possible by means is a foundation that will sustain heavy
Of an auxiliary language to bring loads and which will not be affected
about oral and written Intercourse
by frost and water. All through roads
between persons of the most widely between
large, centers of population
differing nationalities of the civilized should be built
string enough to susworld.' An important question at tain
ordinary city traffic, because in
present is to solve the struggle grow- tercity traffic with motor trucks and
ing out of rival systems, nd to find motor stages will be one of the great
an issue out of the embarrassment
developments of the next quarter cen
over the choice of the system that
tury, particularly at distances of lty)
should be, or is desired to be, uni miles and less. Such traffic Is be
versally adopted. Adherents of the coming an economic
necessity be
rival systems believe that this can be cause of
freight congestion on the
done only by supreme international railroads and the
requirements of
authority, recognized and officially In- long-hau- l
traffic.
vested with adequate power.
Thus
Concrete appears io ie the best and
writes George HeLmrod, the United cheapest foundation material. In fact,
Slates consul at Berne, Switzerland, no other material is needed to make
and in an extended report to the gov a good road. However, a top surface
ernment &e telis about an association of vitrified brick, hardwood block,
that baa been formed to work in this sheet asphalt, or crushed stone mixed
direction. Excerpt from that report Vith tar or asphaltum will contribute
to the life of the concrete foundation
The- Association for the Creation of and some of them will afford horses
Universal Language Bureau was a bettor footing and deaden the sound.
'otinded at Berne, Switzerland, Fob' Such pavements are especially desirrnnry 27, 1911. It lias for its immedi able in city streets. Concrete roads,
ate object, as state4 in its stattil however, with no other surface ma"to prepare and promote diplomatic terial, have proved most flora Me and
M)Von with a view to MrftiWMifr
satisfactory in a number of places
ween I where they have been laid. From
ml Language
'
i
Urns imtfon
if? a Leslie's,
i
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THE FACE
TELL YOU WHAT
YOUR INNERMOST THOUGHTS
ARE ABOUT

DR. MILLER CAN

Dr, John T. Miller, who is to deliver

several talks and lectures under the
auspices of the Y. M. C. A. Tuesday
and Wednesday of next week, believes
and teaches character reading by the
face. He is an expert at. character
reading not fortune telling. He can
pojnt. out the strong and weak points
of' a tnan and by so doing' has helped
many to find them Bel ves. He is not In
any sense a quack or a pretender, hut
comes to Las Vegas with the highest
of recommendations as a sane, sen
sible and practical man.
For a number of years Dr. Miller
has conducted a school of human culture,' in which character reading) by
the face has been taught. In fact, It
is the success of his work on the coast
that; has induced him to broaden his
field of sorvica Of great and inesti
mable help has he been to young men
at school or colleges who were waver
ing between the taking of several pro
fessions. By hia knowledge of human
nature he has started many a young
fellow on his way rejoicing, sure of
his life work! ahead.
Dr. Miller says the face shows every
thought and feeling or the minfl. He
says: "If there is a feeling of anger
or happiness the face shows It If
there are impure thoughts they are
bound to shine through your face. It
is much worse to Spoil your face by
bad thinking that to 'have it spoiled
by some other fellow's fist. It makes
me sad when I go from school to
school telling young men how to build
their brains and bodies, to see so
many faces that have been spoiled by
and life.
wrong habits of thoughts
The art of building a good life is the
greatest art in the world, and every
young man who wisnes to be truly
happy must learn this art and practice
it every day."
Dr. Miller's lectures and talks will
be free. ' Admission by ticket only.

--

com-rr'ln-

In Working Hours
A- - man's working day is & hours.
His body organs must Work perfectly 24 hours to keep him fit for 8 hours
work. Weak, sore, inactive kidneys
can not do it. They must be sound
and healthily active all the time. Foley Kidney Pills will make them so.
You cannot take them into your system without good results following.
O. G. Schaefer and ted Cross Drug
Store. Adv.
A

Difference

CHICORA LOST 19 YEARS AGO
Chicago, Jan. 21. Nineteen years
ago today occurred one of the most
tragic shipwrecks in the history of
the great lakes the loss of the Chi- cora of the Graham and Morton line.
The Chioora left Milawukee for St.
Joseph, Mich., on January 21, 1895,
with a cargo of flour. Captain Ed-

ward Stines was in command and 29
persons are known' fo have been
craft. Although
aboard the
it was midwinter, the weather was
mild and the lake calm. Hardly had
the boat cleared port, however, when
a terrific storm arose. All that night
life savers watched for the Chlcora.
The next day small pieces of wreckage" were washed ashore. Although
boats scoured the lake for days afterward, no trace of the missing vessel was ever found. It has always
been the conjecture that she plunged
to the bottom of the lake somewhere
off South Haven, Mich.

d

ADVENTISTS
TO CONFER
Minneapolis, Minn., Jan. 21. Seventh Day Adventist workers, representing churches In Iowa, Minnesota
and the Dakotas, will be attracted to

tills city next week by the sixth biennial session of the "Northern Union
'
conference. Three bishops from the
denominational headquarters in Washington, D. C, will be here to urge
World wide missionary endeavor. The
publishing work of the denomination
will be another leading subject of discussion at the conference. The officers report that $1,500,000 worth of
literature Is distributed annually by
by. the Adventist church.
PLANS FOR D. A. R. CONVENTION

Washington, Jan. 21. The national
board of management of the Daughters
of the American Revolution met here
today and discussed plans for the
annual convention of the
twenty-thirnational society, which Is to be held
in this city next April. A movement
to secure sufficient funds to pay the
balance of the indebtedness on the
Continental Hall, the official home of
the organization, also was discussed.
Mrs. William dimming Story, president-general
of tho P. A. R., preside.!
over the meeting.
d

OF NEGRO RACE

Tuskegee, Ala., Jan. 21. The
annual session of the Tuske
gee Negro conference assembled here
today with an attendance representing
many states. The meeting was devoted largely to a celebration showing
the progress made in negro farming
during the past half century. The cele
bration began this morning with a parade, showing the improvements that
have been made iq, farming. The parade was headed by a negro farmer of
fifty years ago, with his cob pipe, ox
and wooden plow. The last division
e
of the parade showed the
other
and
modern
farming
gang plow
implements. After the parade the farmers assembled in the chapel of Tuskegee institute and engaged in a discussion of scientific agriculture and
modern methods of farming. Booker
T. Washington presided and under his
guidance the most vital pointy connected with the great southern prob
lem were brought out and earnestly
discussed by the farmers and their
friends.

21, 1914.

FARMERS' WEEK IN MONTANA
Bozeman, Mont. Jan. 21. Farmers'
week, an influential factor ia the

rural uplift movement in Montana, began today at the state college here.
Hundreds of progressive farmers,,
many of them accompanied by their
wives and families, have gathered to
listen to the lectures on scientific
farming and the betterment of conditions of rural life. During the week
there will be short courses in dairy
ing, poultry raising, stock judging, farm
crops, horticulture, cooking, sewing,
home economics, health and education.
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irstClass Repairing1
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WATCHES, CLOCKS, JEW
ELR.Y. OPTICAL, GOODS
IN OUR. OWN SHOP. . . .
:at- -

four-hors-

IN TERRE HAUTE
Terre Haute, Ind., Jan. 21 Many
leading representatives of tho retail
trade were on hand here today for
the opening of the annual convention
of the Indiana Retail Merchants' association. The program of the gathering covers two days and has as one
of its leading features an address on
"Salesmanship," by W. A. Tolles, of
the Marshall Field company of Chi-

MERCHANTS

NO

'TIMER

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 28

CALLS IT A "GRAB"

Washington, Jan.

CUTTINGS

FOREST LANDS INCLUDED
UNTIL WOOD IS CUT AND
MARKETED

and
Washington, Jan.
lumbermen see in" a tecision of. the
treasury department in.regard to the
administration of the income tax a
strong argument for forestry. Asi
they interpret the opinion of the
treasury officials they onderstand that
no timberlands shall be subject to ihe
tax until the timber Is cut and marketed and that then the prof;t only
will be subject to an income tax
In other words, all costs
will be deducted before the tax is levied, and these will cover the crvst oi
growing the timber, Including the ost
oi planting where necessary and of
protecting the growing crop fr m fire
and other depredation.
This decision was based upa s request for information made by P. S.
Ridbdale, secretary of the American
r'oiLslry association. He asked '.f thre
v.tuld be a tax on the value of the
growth of timber whether it
was cut or not, and also whether an
income tax would be assessed on the
value of the timberland. In reply, the
treasury department said that "the
jrain from the cutting and disposal of
stumpage is realized in the year dur
ing which the timber is cut and dis
posed of, and that the amount received
in excess of the cost of such timber
is profit, and should be so accounted
for as income for that year."
The "Mischief Quartette" and It's
Work

Each year the month of January
numbers its list of victims from influenza, la grippe, bronchitis and
pneumonia. The prompt use of Fo
ley's Honey and Tar Compound will
check the onset of a cold and stop a
cough, preventing the development to
more serious conditions. Keep it on
hand. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Adv.
Drug Store.

MORMONS COMPLAIN
OF WHITE

k1'117:T?

'

cago.

INCOME TAX APPLIES
TO

TAI)PEFLTS

21.

Consideration

of the Alaskan railroad bill was re
sumed today in the house, and time
for general debate was fixed at 13
hours. Under the program, consideration of the measure which comes up
only on Wednesday in the house, will
be .concluded on Ufarch 4.
Representative Ferris of Oklahoma
.

raflroad

denounced the government
I ',
plan as a "grab".

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago,. Jan. 21. Wheat advanced
today on account of unfavorable har-

vest reports from Argentina, where
estimates of the surplus had to be
again reduced. The market opened
to V
higher and made a slight
additional gain. The close was steaabove last night.
M to
dy
Failure of the Argentina crop to
maintain recent high promise gave
some strength to corn, but offerings
became decidedly plentiful at a slight
advance. Prices started the same as
last night to
higher and seemed
inclined to keep within that range.
to
net
The close was easy
lower.

H. WOODS PRESENTS A DRAMATIZATION
OEfl&OBERT W. CHAMBER'S SENSATIONAL
NOVEL
A.

THE

COMMONLAW

-

THE GREATEST STORY OF
NEW YORK STUDIO LIFE
EVER WRITTEN

THE BOOK DELIGHTED ALL AMERICA
THE PLAV'S BETTER YET

Stage Arrangements After, Drawings by
CHARLES DANA GIBSON

An Interesting Problem Handled With Great Delicacy
75c

PRICES

$1.50, $1.00,
Oats hardened with other grain, but
was
small.
demand
First sales of provisions were V,'3
5 cents to 10 cents lower, and a
The closing
further sag followed.
Sheep, receipts 9,000. Market steady.
Lambs $7.40(38.10; yearlings $G.25
quotations were:
7; wethers $5.255.75; ewes $4.75
Wheat, May 92; July 872.
'
5.30.
Corn, May
July 64.
Oats, May
July 38.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Pork, Jan. $21.72.
New York, Jan. 21. Improving tenLard, May $11.30.
dencies were evident today, With the
Ribs, May $11.67.
short interest an active factor In the
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
advance. Buying was largely speculaKansas City, Jan. SI. Hogs, re- tive, although there was an enlarged
ceipts 10,000. Market 5 cents lower. volume of commission house business.
Bulk $88.40; heavy $8.308.45; Special stocks were influenced ty fapackers and butchers $8.2008.40; vorable trade news. This was partilights $7.958.30; pigs $6.757.B0. cularly true of the steel and railroad
Cattle, receipts 4,500. Market stea equipment groups. Many new high
dy. Prime fed steers $8.609.25; prices for the movement were reach- dressed beef steers $7.308.2O; west ed. Bonds were strong.
ern steers $6.708.50;
southern
The high prices realized for the
steers $6.258; cows $4.257.50; New York state $51,000,000 bond Issue
heifers $6.508.75; stockers and feed- at 4
per cent stimulated the geners $G8; bulls $5.507.50; calves eral market. These bonds sold on the
'';
curb at 107.
$6.5011.25
'

'

65;
59;
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A PLAY EVERY WOMAN
SHOULD SEE

'"'

Seats at Murphey's Sunday

3k
A sharp reaction in Reading checked the upward movement When

SLAVER

THEY CAUSE HIS ARREST IN
WITH A , UTAH
YOUNG WOMAN

CALI-FORNI-

,f,

Los Angeles, CaL, Jan., 21 Accused
by officers of the Mormon church in
this city, Thomas Major, aged. 29, was
arrested here today by federal agents
and charged with violation of the
tyanu "S?jblte Blsfg:tict, In having
brought from Utah Nellie Hawthorne,
aged 21, formerly a member of the
household of Joseph F. Smith, president of the Mormon church.
The girl came to tins city early this
month on money allegod to have been
supplied to her by Major, who Is said
to have a wife and two children m
Scotland.
Federal officials said the action of
the; Loa Angeles Mormon dignitaries
in reporting the case of Major was
the result of a direct telegraphic request from church headquarters in
Salt Lake City.
;

FOR GIRLS, MISSES AND GROWNUPS
;

EXTRA LOW HEELS, PATENT. PLAIN
TOE, BUTTON, FULL RUN OF SIZES
JUST RECEIVED

4t 00 'PfflK'r

PRICE

OTHER UP - TO - DATE LASTS ARE HE?.E $3

to $5

LUMBER MEN IN SESSION
Memphis, Tenn., Jan. 21 The Na

tional Hardwood Manufacturers' association began Its twelfth annual con
vention in thia city today, with President W. E. DeLaney of Cinnncti lre"
siding. The association is the most
influential organization of its kind in
PiriHtpnfYfi nnrl haa Annn. mnm than all
j
other agencies toward tm establlsh-- '
ment of uniform grades of hardwood
lumber. The convention amyous will
continue over tomorrow. The principal
business will be the election of officers
and the selection of a p!ace for the
next' meeting.

"U It's New, We Have
"Ti:3

--

LADIES'
HOME

IC

Store of Quality"

STEIN

.'

JOURNAL
PATTERNS
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buying orders began to come
Into the market as a result of the sue- -'
cessful state bond sale, prices again
advanced, with a heavy demand for
the western stocks.
The market closed strong. Distribution at the higher levels took off
the edge of the advance, but the undertone was not impaired. Dealings
In bonds and stocks were the largest
of any day since the improvement began. Gains reached a point or more
In 80 stocks. The last sales were:
76
Amalgamated Copper
106
Sugar i'T.
98
Atchison ... ,.'
U0
Reading
96
Southern' Pacific
Union Pacific
lt 60
United States Steel
108
United States Steel, pfd

U

it

t..;l

'

n.r.'.r

:

ELCCII
SUITS
FOR MEN

N
.

j

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,
H. J. COLLINS ARRESTEu
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 21. Sher
iff R. T. Mansker, of Union county,
We again offer our patrons
afternoon arrested Hugh J.
yesterday
the choicest selection ol underCollins, an attorney, formerly of Alwear in muslin, cambric, nainbuquerque, at Clayton, Union county,
Mrs) Olllo Shearer, midwife. Hotel
sook and crepe ranging as folon
a charge of embezzlement. The
Romaine. Adv.
lows:
warrant
for Collins was Issued yester-terdaJ. P. Caldwell and W. R. Holly of
LOT ' 1 Corset Covers
and
Justice George R. Craig, of
by
Springer were business visitors:
Drawers, 25c and 356 values
upon a complaint filed
Albuquerque,
Las Vegas today.
21c
A. B. McMillen, who alleges that
by
Mrs. Linden Bert left today tor
LOT 2 Corset Covers and
Collins misapplied $52,344.80.
Denver, where she will visit her
Drawers, '40c and 50c values
JuBtlce Craig placed the warrant in
for some time.
at 35o
Undersheriff Dick Lewis' hands and
T. S. Ward, representative for a
LOT 3 Corset Covers, Drawhe telegraphed Sheriff Mansker. When
liquor house of Louisville, Ky., was a
ers, Gowns
and Skirts, 65c
the Union county official wired Under-sheriftiueiness visitor in Las Vegas today.
values at
43c
Lewis yesterday evening, thai
came
in
yesterManuel Manzanares
LOT 4 Drawers, Gowns and
a
Collins
been arreated, Lewis sent
fe
had
for
Santa
from
Fe
day evening
Skirts, 75c and 85c values
Deputy Sheriff A. C. Burtless to Clayat days' visit with friends and relatives.
59c
ton on Santa Fe train No. 8, which
W. Matthews arrived. In the city
LOT 5 Drawers, Gowns, Prin- left here at 8:45 o'clock.
last night from WoooDiiry, N. J.," and ' cess Slips, Skirts and CombMr. McMillen in the complaint he
will remain here for several days as
ination Suits, $1 values at79e
filed with Justice Cratg says that Cola visitor.
LOT 6 Drawers, Gowns, PrinMrs. C. Lelbsteder of Kansas City
lins, as special master in the case of
cess Slips, Skirts and CombDonaciano Gurule, et al, against the
arrived in Las Vegas last night and
ination Suits, $1.25 values
unknown heirs of Diego Montoya, dewill visit with relatives for the next
at 98c
few weeks.
ceased, et al, received $2,344.80 to pay
LOT 7 Drawers, Gowns, PrinBernalillo county taxes on land sold
cess Slips, Skirts and CombC F. Watson came in yesterday
a
ination Suits, fl.50 and $1.75
by him as special master. He charges
evening from Denver and will be
business visitor in Las Vegas for the
that Collins converted this money to
values at
$1.25
":
next few days.
own use.
his
'
C. A. Johnson, traveling auditor for
Collins lived in Albuquerque until
HOFFMAN & GRAUBAETII
this division of the Santa Fe Railway
several months ago, when he went to
The Popular Price Store
Phoue Maio 104
company, was a business visitor in
Clayton, where he purchased the law
Las Vegas yesterday.
practice of the late John A. Pace. He
Mrs. Clarence Iden left yesterday and was opened with prayer by Bishop lived in Albuquerque about five years
evening for Rowe and other places Gibson. Mayor Ainslie delivered an having moved here from Oklahoma,
near there, where she will visit for a address of welcome and S- L. Lupton hoping to improve his health.
'
short time with friends.
of Winchester' responded. The exGJ L, Swearngtn left yesterday
of
greetings was followed by
aftemodti for Raton, where he will change
the address of President William A. RATON EDITOR IS
be employed by the Santa Fe Railway Pratt of Staunton and the reports of
company as an engineer.
other officers. Several addresses by
Ur
Senator B. F. Pankey of Santa Fe horticultural experts occupied the recounty, accompanied by his daughter, mainder of the morning sessiion. This
passed' through Las Vegas this after- afternoon the fruit growers' held a
ARTICLE VILLIF YING JAN, VAN
noon on his way to Chicago.
joint session' with the Virginia state
HOUTEN IS THE CAUSE OF
Jaa van Houten came in this after- farmers' institute. The convention will
HIS ARREST , "
"be
a
will
noon' from Santa Fe and
continue until Friday.
business visitor in Las Vegas for sev1U
Charged with having, published an
eral days, later going to his hope la
'
of a libelous nature concerning
article
Raton.
JULIA MARLOWE IS ILL; Jan van Houten, the prominent
Colfax
State Senator Louis C. Ilfeld returnwas
si1
P.
H.
Smith
extended"
M
capitalist,
county
an
ed last night from,
ON WAY TO GOTIIAII brought in this afternoon from Raton
nesa trip to New York, SenatorIlfeld
by Deputy Sheriff Felipe Lopez. Smith
reports an enjoyable as well as pro
it was stated, Is to have a hearing
.
fitable trip.
,,
ft
UNFAMOUS ACTRESS LEAVES
late this afternoon In the court of
C. N. Blackwell, president' of the
DERSTUDY TO CARRY HER
Justice D. R. Murray.
First National bank at Raton," accomWORK ON THE COAST
St.
of
Blackwell
According to the complaint, which
by
Harry
panied
was sworn out in Justice Murray's
Louis, was a visitor in Las Vegas for
Traveling in private Pullman car, court several days ago, Smith was edi
a short time today on the way from
Mrs. E, H. Sothern, known
'
"Federal,"
ft
tor of the Colfax Democrat, published
Albuquerque to Raton
In the dramatic world as Julia Mar
F. E. Death, who has been connectat Raton, during last summer. It is
lowe, one of the most famous Shake aleeed that on August 23. 1913, he
n
ed with the firm of Earickson &
in Albuquerque for some time, has perean actresses in the world, pass- published an article intended to villibeen assigned to the management of ed through Las Vegas this afternoon fy and Injure van Houten, who was
the Las Vegas office of the company, on her way from Los Angeles, Calif., president of the St.. Louis, Rocky
He will arrive here with his family to New York City. Mrs. Sothern is Mountain and Pacific railway, and in
making the trip to New York to con- jure his reputation and credit.
soon.
Secundino Romero, is here from his sult the most promineet physicians In
The complaint states the article
ranch for a several days' visit Mr. the country, due to the fact that she which appeared in the Raton paper
Romero says things are looking good has been suffering from an attack of published by Smith, was an attempt
in the country. Mrs. Romero, who appendicitis. She stated this after- to connect van Houten, as an advisor,
ha3 been seriously sick at her home noon that she believed her illness was with a shooting affray in whion
on the Hot Springs boulevard, is re- not serious. Mrs. Sothern was accom Trinidad man was shot. Several other
;
panied by a nurse, and Frank Colfax, allegations were made. The article
covering rapidly.
H. A. Huntington, a man. of con- her secretary.
was of such a virulent character that
Mr. Sothern is in California playing District
siderable wealth and the proprietor
.Attorney Charles W. G. Ward
of numerous street railways in the with his company, which goes by the declared any newspaper publishing it
larger cities, as well asseveral dry title of the Marlowe and Sothern would do so at the risk of laying it
docks, passed through Las Vegas this corporation, and was unable .to ac self liable to a charge of libel, as the
afternoon with his family and a party company his wife to New York, though laws, as interpreted
by several high
of friends, on the way to, his home through the use of telegrams ne is
courts, make It possible for newspa
in Los Angeles from New York city. constantly in touch with her. Mrs,
pers to be punished for printing libel
The party Is traveling In two private Sothern was taken ill in Los Angeles ous
utterances, even If they are a part
cars, one Mr. Huntington's car ani late last week and departed imme of court records. It is the
privilege
the other a leasedt coach.
diately for New York.
of the man found to be libelled to
"You have a most wonderful coun
bring suit in such instances, with
VIRGINIA FRUIT GROWERS
try here," said Mrs. Sothern this af- good chances of receiving judgment.
Richmond, Va., Jan. 21. The eigh- ternoon. "I have enjoyed my trip thus
Smith, it is understood, will fight
teenth annual convention of the Virgin- far immensely, the wonderful scenery
case. The complaint was filed
the
ia state horticultural society met in has tended to make me forget my ill
as the Colfax Democrat is alleghere,
the, Jefferson auditorium this morning ness and I'm enjoying it thoroughly.'
ed to have a circulation In San Miguel
She spoke highly of the scenery county. Smith likely will be bound
near this city, stating that It was the over to the
grand jury.
most beautiful Bhe had ever seen.
By Mrs. Janet McKenzie HilL Editor ol
Mrs. Sothern, though a stellar ac
the Boston Cooking School Magazige.
to be a little dis
When muffins are on the breakfast table, tress, with the right
JUDGE EXCORIATES A
one of the most
to
is
tant
cares
for
meat
reporters,
or
nobody
eggs and they
would be served more often if this meal pleasant of women.
Her career in
viere not prepared so hurriedly that there
JURY F03 ACQUITTAL
fais no time to make them. If K C, the the dramatic world has made her
double-raisbaking powder Is used, the mous over the entire glob. jhe Is
r'Xi
batter may be stirred up the night before, taking the most careful precaution to
In
for
the
and
nothPUEBLO
pan
JUSTICE ANGRY WHEN
ready
baking
put
health. The demand for
ing to do in the morning but bake them. preserve her
MAN ACCUSED OF MURDER
the famous Julia Marlowe in the
One-Eg- g
Muffins
IS RELEASED
Shakespearean drama is Immense, and
cups flour; 2 slightly rounded
K C Baking Powder; 1 tear although this demand Is pressing, It
Pueblo,' Colo., Jan. 21. After ac
spoonful salt; i cup sugar; I cup melted may be several months before she
butter or lard; 1 egg; 1 cupwater or milk.
her quitting of murder "ilamond" Davis,
feift dry ingredients together three times. again will be able to resume
who was tried In the district court
AM to this the . unbeaten $gy ,melte4 work., An understudy is carrying her
here- - for the alleged slaying of Albert
beat
Then
and
or
shortening
jnilk
watery
part with the company in California. H.
all together untii 'perfectly uriooth.
Lewis, on the night of September
01,
muffin or gem pansjjnd have oven slew
IS,
191, the jury was joundly excoJAPAN STILL- ANGRY
until the muffins come to the top of the pan.
before
tlien increase the licat to. hake
Tokio, Japan, Jan. 21. Japan re- riated today by Judfe Essex,
and brown ihe muffins.
T his
was
whom
case
court
the
The
tried.
gards as unsatisfactory the replies
recipe makes 12 large munins.
a
to
be
declared
the
verdict
"flagrant
made
to
her
States
the
United
by
Raisins or currants may be
added if desired.
protests In connection with the Cali- miscarriage of justice."
Davis' story of the killing, which oc
fornia alien land ownership legislation, according to a statement made curred near the main tent of a circus
today by Baron Nobuaki Makino.tbe which was exhibiting here, was pracJapanese foreign minister, In the tically unsupported, there being sevcourse of a lengthy summary of the eral state witnesses who testified to
Japanese-America- n
negotiations given having 'been eyewitnesses to the afGraham Muffins
fair. Lewis was slabbed in the back
in his annual address to pariinment.
1 ciip graham flour; 1 cup pastry
in
an altercation with Davis, it was
flour- - 9 level teatspoowfula K C Baking
ARE
SAILORS
RESCUED
alleged.
Powder; lto2 level tablespoonfula sugar;
I teaspoon ful stilt; 1 egg; 1 cupsviiik or
Chatham, Mass., Jan. 21. Captain
nuhUtr; 2 to S tablespoonfula melted but- Hart and his crew of seven men were
CULLOM NEAR DEATH
ter; mix and bake as One-EMuffins, rescued
use of the breeches
the
Washington,
jan. 21. While the
by
Graham batter should always lie quits Si.fi
of
condition
the
Senator Shelby
their
former
when
vessel,
buoy today,
to injure light and moist nmiiins.
- To
schooner Gen- M. Cullom showed a slight Improve
get 88 other recipes as good as tiiwe, New' York
xend us the certiorate packed in
e'ery
eral Adelbert Ames, was wrecked off ment this morning, no hope is held out
K C Baking Powder, and we will
tfrul you "The Cook!; Book" by Mrs. Monomoy point. The Ames, which por his recovery, fend, according to
Jan. McKenzie Hill. Handsomely i!ius registers ' 450 tons net, was bound he attending physician, the ond may
tiTsieA. jatjues Mfg. Co., Chicago.
come at any time.
from St, John for Philadelphia.
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LUa

HIS LUCK IN

OPTIC
EMPLOYE
WILLING
TO
TAKE A CHANCE WITH BOYS
OF HIS CLASS

William Falch, who does lhe""janlt-iug- "
at The Optic office, has' decided
to try his luck in the squared circle;
provided he 18 able to find another
featherweight who is willing to go
against him. He has enlisted Keyes
Seguar, boss of the ad alley, to act as
his manager. Falch has developed
more or less speed by hurrying in the
"pigs" when the linotype men shout
"Metal, Willie!" and his muscular
prowess has been augmented by wheeling cartloads of discarded slugs to
the melter. Falch is the first down at
the office in the morning, as he is required to light the fires under the med
tal pots at 6 a, m. An early-riseof speed andj muscle, Falch
believes he Is a comer. The Optic
wishes him success in iis venture, but
hopes he will not
sufficiently
speedy to lick the editor and the forer,

pos-sess-

gi-o-

man.

Segura also has taken the management of Young Duran, a lightweight.
Duran' has shown considerable class
in bouts here. ' lie made a good record
by staying ten rouns with Pepe

a

Gallegos,

at

welterwetjfiit,

Mora, on

Christmas night, though the decision
went against him. Segura says he is
willing to match his charges against
anything in their class for preliminaries or main events. Hoch der Wil
li elm!
Viva Duran! Hurrah for
gura!
S-i-

!

HIGHS ARE

FOR BIG GAME
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Muffins

REM

THEY EXPECT TO PUT UP A GOOD
FIGHT FOR VICTORY FRIDAY
EVENING

The final practices of the two High
basketball teams were held
this afternoon at the armory, and the
players chosen for the final lineups
that will play the Santa Fe high school
teams Friday evening. The practices
were fast and showed both the boys'
and girls 'teams in good shape.
The lineups of the teams that, will
play against the Santa Fe team iwlll
be announced tomorrow. The girls'
team is considered, strong and with
the old players that have had experi
ence for the past three years and the
new recruits, this organization Is ex
pected to defeat the Ancient City
girls. However, the Santa Fe girls'
team Is strong, and ft will be tt fast
and hard fight for victory.
The material in the boys team Is
well known in Las Vegas due to the
excellent showing It made against the
crack Y. M. C. A. squad. The boys
have practiced faithfully during the
past few days, playing against their
second team and also a team from the
Y. M. C. A. squad.
They are In the
best possible condition for Friday's
game.
The tickets were on sale aagin yesterday and were disposed of by the
students air 'over the city. The advance sale has been heavy, and one
of the largest crowds to witness , a
basketball game this season will be
present Friday night when the Ancient City and Meadow City teams
.
clash.
school
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SiTES
All sizes. $2.25 Value
THIS WEEK ONLY...

Farmer

Sa for 25c Bottle
?3 for 50c Bottle

Oil
Oil

,,.

C1.23

lot $1.75 Floor Brushes
15c Bottle Ammonia
Polish Mops
C3o for $1.00
Polish
Cf.35 for $150

tZa for
Mops

'

4Zo for 75c Glogan Alcohol Stoves
t2n for 15c Mop Sticks
$3.00 Largest Ash
C3.75 for the
Lid.
Cans with

Euy (hai Ash Can Now
Before the City Marshal gets on
yout trail.

Til

f

two-maste-d

iLliUJUiiiiii!
Cpposlse lh Y. f i. C. A.

.

to Have One.

PEOPLES BANK
MATTHEWS
WITH

TR.UST C

(St.

WILL FIGHT

THE OLD RELIABLE

fi'fiGlKE FlilST

BAIN WAGON

O'MALLEY ANNOUNCES A BOUT
TO PRECEDE THAT WITH
STANLEY YOAKUM

On account of the numerous coming
battles for Stanley Yoakum, the "Iron
Man;" Promoter Charles O'Malley this
morning' announced that as a forerunner to the bout between O'Rourke and
Yoakum, Pierce
Matthews, a fast
lightweight from Cincinnati, 0, will
be matched with O'Rourke here on
February 3. The wanner of this battle probably will be challenged by
Yoakum for a fight to occur in February.
Matthews Is now in Denver and
will arrive In Las Vegas this week to
begin training at once for his battle.
He probably will maintain training
quarters on the West side, while
O'Rourke wall train on this side of
the Gallinas.
O'Rourke has started regular work,
doing .the light training stunts and
road work to keep in shape. This
morning he took a little walk to the
Hot Springs and back, a
hike,
and stated that he probably would
increase that distance to 15 miles
among
and possibly 20 miles before his bat- phies will be distributed
those making the best scores. Half a
tle.
The fight fans are interested In the hundred of the best amateur and probattle, as both boys are clever boxers. fessional shots of the country-- among
Matthews has won from a number of them John Philip Sousa, faced the
clever men, and the same record is traps in the opening rounds of the
tournament today.
credited to O'Rourke.

h

dross, Kelly
Sole Agents

FEDERAL

FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
Johnny Coulon vs. Frankie Sinnett,

LEAGUE WILL
10

rounds, at Racine, Wis.

'

BASEBALL

EFFORTS TO STEAL ITS PLAYERS
WILL MEET WITH STRONG
OPPOSITION

Jan. 21. The Federal
league today notified the powers of
organized baseball that their signing
of players already under contract with
the Federal league will be fought in
and out of the civil courts.
This ultimatum was in the form of
a telegram which President Gilmore
of the Federal league sent to President Baker of the Philadelphia Nationals, declaring he would "protect"
the contracts signed by both Brennan
and Will Killifer,,
The telegram read:
"We hereby officially notify you that
Ad Brennan and William Killifer have
signed contracts with the Cnicago
Federals and have received advance
Both our players and their
money.
Chicago,

sontract.s will ibe paid."
So far the Federal league claims
not tp have tried to sign a player already under contract with a club of

another league. It has been working
on the theory that a players contract would hold good la a civil court,
though It has not respected the reserve clause.
The Players' Fraternity will not re
tain on its membership rolls any one
Who ibreaks a contrast, according- to
okto Knabe, manager of the Baltimore
Federals, who arrived here today. This
and the understanding that the American league will not tamper with
pigned players is believed to Indicate
that contracts, generally will be re'
'" ''.'.'
spected..'

"King" Cole's leap to the Federals
cost the New York Yankees the $2,500
they paid in draft money to the Columbus club.
Doc Watson, a southpaw twirler who
was tried out by tne Chicago Cubs
last fall, has been released to the Milwaukee club.
At the new home of the New York
Yankees the outfield fence will be so
far from the home plate that It will
be impossible to bat the ball out of
the park.
Nick Young, former president of
the National league and a prominent
figure in baseball for 40 years, Is re
ported to be seriously ill at his home
in Washington.
The addition of 1"oront and Erie
to the Canadian league circuit will
place that organization in Class B.
The total population of the league circuit as now formed Is close to 900,000.
C. J. Miles of Hastings, Neb., suc
ceeds A. C. Felt as president' of the
Nebraska State league. The' Nebraska
circuit comprises Kearney, Hastings,
Grand Island, Beatrice, York, Superior,
Fremont and Columbus.
John Powers,
Well, of all things!
former president of the Federal league,
says he is forming an organization to
fight the Federal p.nd will have
teams In Providence, Brooklyn, Wilmington, Scranton, Detroit, Cleveland,
Boston and Milwaukee.

4
WITH THE BOXERS

4

4 4 4 4 4
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SHOOTERS AT PINEHURST
Pinehurst, N. C, Jan. 21. Scores of
enthusiasts assembled
here today for the opening of the
seevnth annual midwinter handicap
tournament given under the auspices
of the Pinehurst Country club. The
shooting will continue through the remainder of the week. In all more
than $3.S''0 in added money and. tro-g

1

rr

NOTES.

'

'
Killifer is Loyal
21'.
Witlinm
Pa.','
Jan:,
Philadelphia,
Killifer, the pitcher who was reported
to have signed with the federals last
ni- ht, signed
contract
a three-yea- r
w, n the Philadelphia National leagu
chib, according to a statement given
out this afternoon by President BaKer
of the local organization.
)

4--

4

4-

4- -

If things don't break:
right for him pretty soon he will most
likely ibp itackling Georges' old job
at four. per.
Joe Rivers is trying to arrange a
bout with Willie Ritchie. Joe has.
declined to box Leach Cross again.
He has already defeated him
$100,000, and

three-times- .

May 29 has been named as the data
for the Jack Dillon-GeorgChip fight
in Indianapolis. That means a long
wait before one will be able to determine- which of these two scrappers
is the real' one.
,Joe Borrell, the Philadelphia middleweight, has decided to try his luck
across the pond. He is preparing t
sail for England earTy next month.
e

FIGHT IN THE COURTS

'"

Cl OE
"PlOO

.

Farmers Should Keep a Bank Account

-

LL-6E1-

.

Their bank deposit book affords them a complete record of their cash receipts, while the
stubs of their check books are a perfect record of expenses and payments. Paying a laborer, a
store account or any other bill with a bank check is much safer than with money; becausa you
avoid the risk of handling: the actual cash, and the endorsed check returned by the bank is the
best kind of a receipt.
Farmers! Try the experiment for one year of keeping a bank account and see if it does not pay
you. A large number of the best farmers hare accounts with us now We Want Every
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Tommy Murphy Bays he will retire
from the ring if he Is defeated in his
bout with WUUe RiU.H(,
I
,
that the
Danny Morgan predk
light managers "who want the earth"
will eventually kill the game in New
j

MEDICINE

MAN

KILLED

Santa Fe, Jan. 21. Horror was expressed. 4y federal officials here today
when they heard of the murder o?
an agd medicine man a few days
ago on the Navajo reservation not far
from Fort Defiance, Arizona. Four
young bucks are under arrest charged1
with the crime.
The medicine man had been called
to attend a young Navajo squaw ia
the last stages of consumption.. The,
girl died and when the relatives gathered around her they found a blacks
spot over her heart and immediately
called a pow-woat which it was decided that the medicine man hail
killed! the young woman with a spell.
Four young bucks were commission?
to avenge her death and while three
of them held the aged medicine Jiht
firmly, the fourth plunged rri
into hia brain. The four then b.v
l
the body in a horrible manner.
1j- The funeral of the girl wjis
brated and relatives manifested their
joy and gratitude because the four
bucks had ent the alleged slayer t
the happy hunting grounds so qi j K!
After the funeral the body winch ha-been left by; the roadside, was thrown
into an open gully to be the prey t
coyotes and wolves.
w

;h

LOWER RATE. STANDS;:'
City, la., Jan. 21. Federal
decision fcr.
Judge WlUard. filed
bdayt holding the:. VA .cent rata 5;
valid and shall go into effect In SoniU
Dakota, He held this action tak
fcy
the state to put a 2 cent, rate iu ef
fect was unconstitutional and tl; it
such a rate would be confiscate
The decision ends several years V,
gallon.
-':

Sioux

York.

Rochester has a new bantamweight
boxer known as "Alfalfa Kid." He Is
willing to mix with any boy at 110
to 115 pounds.
Bob McAllister, the California boxer, has talvea down P.SS2.42 all told
in the three bouts he has boxed since
arriving in New York.
Five years ago Georges Carpenticr,
who is said to bo worth.
100,000,
was working for $4 a week. Three
years ago ick Johnson was vorili

hI

HIP'

MINERS

IN PEFk'.l.

Bingham, U., Jan. 21. Two rr.k
whose names had not been !e;ih
at noon were cut off (. w c iio
a fire in. the tunnel ot Via p.c
t. "i Copper
mine of tna
here today. All early crr-vto
An Oiy'ii
them i'..'.
t
:
being m;V.i Iwra frcMi
iiid a mine i
,: r :..' t t i'":
e--
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Sir Ernest Casse!, the London fi- service. Most people realize this.
nancier whose benefactions t.Q his That is why so many have writtei
of Chambernative city of Cologne and to Ger- to the manufacturers
estabhas
of relain's
into
runs
millions,
telling
Cough Remedy
many
lished a new charltawe foundation in markable curs of coughs and colds
Cologne for the benefit of ailing wom- it has effected, and expressing their
en and children. Two hundred bonds appreciation of the good qualities of
Fot sale
of the city of New York, worth at this well known remedy.
present quotations some $270,000, by all dealers. Adv.
have been transferred1 to the Cologne
municipality, which is to use the inHow to Break Up a Bad Cold
come in caring for weak and sick
While German business men are
Geo.
P. Pflung, of Hamburg, N. Y.,
health
at
children
and
women,
to
the
girls
that the export trade
"Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy
discrimiNo
says:
United States has not been noticeably camps, (sanatoria, etc.
the'
a
will
cold
break
quickest of
up
to
made.
of
creed
be
nation
is
affected by the new American tariff,
This
used."
I
have
anything
evf
statistics from the American consulor
other
contains
no,
opium
Extension
of
more
Appreciation remedy
Proper
ate general show an increase of
A compliment should be as quickly narcotic. It is most effectual and is
than $1,500,000 during the last two
montlis since the tariff act came into given for good goods and good service pleasant and safe to take. Try it. For
Adv.
force, the increase in these two as a kick for defective goods and poor sale by all dealers.
montlis being almost 10 per cent of
the total business passing through the
consulate in the preceding year.
Egga are a feature of the increase.
These figure for the first time in
the reports of the Berlin consulate but
the item is already considerable, over
$75,000 worth having been shipped
during November and the first 12
days of December, or at the rate of
more than $2,000,000 worth a year.
This money does not go to poultry- men in Germany, however, for the
shipments originate in Russia and
Austrian Gallcia, and are handled
here only in transit
'-In the purely German trade the prin
. Mil HI
cipal increases are shown in textiles,
particularly cotton .good and velvets,
aid BLADDER
and in toys. The
heavy in
dustry" of iron and steel products has
Backache, rheumatism, and all kidney and bladder disorders
nqt been conspicuously affected nor are caused from weak inactive kidneys, which fail to filter out
do the experts here believe ili&t the the poisons, and keep the blood pure.
The only way to
German manufacturers will find much. positively and permanently cure such troubles is to remove
of an opening to the American mar- the cause. The reason why Foley Kidney Pills are the best
medicine for kidney and bladder troubles is because they are
kets under the new tariff.
At the consulate it is thought that made wholly of those healing, strengthening and restorative
the effect is only beginning to be felt. ingredients that nature needs to build up and renew these imInquiries are being received daily portant and vital organs. See that you get Foley Kidney Pills
from buyers in the United tastes, just for your kidney and bladder troubles. They are tonic in action,
awakening to possibilities under the quick to give good results, and contain no harmful drugs.
RED CROSS DRUG CO
O. G. SCHAEFER
new law.

seventh and an eighth of the total
wealth of the country.
Two illustrations of the capitalistic
aspect o the socialist unions have
lately aroused much comment. These
were loans made by socialist organizations to two municlpalltfes, which
were able to place bond issues with
the socialists to much better advantage than with the ordinary banks.

.JLiiUiUt Oliild il
Lul ur tlilio

THE NEW TARIFF LAW PERMITS
OPERATIONS PROHIBITED
HERETOFORE

Berlin, Jan. 21. The German capitalist's own artillery has been turned
The
upon him toy the socialists.
money interests have beeu awakened
by the first encounter to the realization that the socialist resources are
a factor in the financial affairs. This
awakening came recently when, as
reported by cable, the "free labor
iinicms" "which owe allegiance to the
socialists, decided to wlthcjraw f 5,000,-00"in deposits from one of the big
fcanking houses because it had
a bank clerk for joining a
movement for higher salaries. The
eum was redeposited in banks willing
to see that their employes' coalition
Tights were respected.
The total funds of the unions are
estimated! at between $20,000,000 and
$30,000,000. But even this sum is
only; a minor item in the capital accumulations of the workingtnen. Their
stores and buying societies represent a capital of about
Of the $1,200,000,000 accumulated In the reserves of the governmental Insurance systems about 45
3er cent lias been contributed by the
workers, whose Interest In private
surance funds la estimated at well
over $250,000,000. About. half of the
$4,500,000,000 deposited In savings
tanks in Germany belongs to the laboring classes. In all, persons of this
class own, It Is figured, between a
0
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TOR CLASSIFIED

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
Meets every Monday night SI
A. M. Regular communication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
in S o'clock.
third Thursday
ViBiting members are te
each montn Visiting dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, PreiV
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Biihler, Secretary; O. &
vited. Uuy M. Cary, W. M.. H. S. Van Bally, Treasurer.
NO-10-

'VvrVv

ADVER

'

Petten, Secretary.

.

Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month at Woodmen hall. Visiting brothers cordially invited to attend. C. N. Douglas,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary.

F. O. E.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
f
Five cents per line each Insertion.
Reg-ila- r
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
conclave
TuesNo ad to occupy less apace than two
at Ma-day In each
nes
All advertisement
charged
onle Temple at 7:19 9. n, O. H.
will be booked at space actually cet
KinkeL Ml.
Com. Tainme.
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

reed

nuU

C;

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday In

each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. p. No.
A. Brinegar, H. P.; F. O. No.
Blood. Secretary.
No.

East Bound
Arrive

2....

I. O. O. F. LAS VFftAft
1. Meets every Monday

.

.

1:35 p. m...
West Bound

.

1:10
6:35
4:20
6:35

.

innftt

wn
eventnz at
their hall on Sixth street All vlb'tln
brethren cordially Invited to atteuiJ
F. D. Pries. N. Q.: Gus Lehman. V. o :
T. M. Elwood. Secretary; Karl Wert
WANTED
Man who thoroughly un
C. V. Hedgcock, Cemeterj
derstands the merchant tailoring Treasurer;
Trustee.
business to take orders on the road
for a large Eastern house. Tichner
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
& iacobl, Rochester, N. Y.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
WANTED A man to take charge of month Elks' home on Ninth street and
our business In Las Vegas and vic Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially invited. Gov, Wm. J.
inity. Splendid proposition. Bond
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
required. Write Grand Union Tea
Secretary.
company, Colorado Springs, for par
ticulars.
OPTIC'S NUMSfcK, MAIN

p. m
. 2:23 a. ra

4. ...11:54

8.
No. 10.

Wanted

I

A

1...
3...
7...
9...

.

.
.

Pay us $7.50-I- f you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $6.50-I- f you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the following magazines for one year:

,

,

FOR RENT To lady or gentleman KNIGHTS OF
COLUMBUS, COUN-CIemployed, comfortable, furnished
NO. 804. Meets second and
room; no health seekers. Phone ourth
Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
Purple 6301.
Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
LARGE, airy room, comfortably furG. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
nished, 803 Jackson, corner Eighth
street. Phone Main 313.

For Sato

The National Sportsman

FOR SALE One gray horse at city
pound Saturday, January 24 at 10
o'clock a. mi

The Woman's Home Companion

FOR SALE House and furniture
cheap. Apply 912 Jackson Ave.

McClures

Lost

'

Depart

p. m

a. m.....
p. m.. . ..
.
p. m

a. m.
p. m.
p. m.

if

FLOUR
It 8 giving you
a present for doing something
you 'J do wiy
way when you
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS

I

FLOUR really is. g
Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
V
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

I

X

1

SILVER
FRENCH-GRE-

Y

(STER-

A

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Dslvery
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 Ibc, to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
SO lbs, to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 60 lbs., Each Delivery

A

p. m.

1:35
6:40
4:30
7:00

you use
EMPRESS

---

LING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be ok- 9
tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

AG DA PUB

a. m.
p. m

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

'

j

p. m.
p, m.

For YOU!

For Rent

1

7:45
11:59
2:30
. 2:00

Arrive
No.
No.
No.
No.

1011 Sixth street,
Modern furnished house Assistant Deputy,
or rooms for light housekeeping East Las Vegas, N. M.
Apply W. C. Page at the Rosenthal
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second ant
Furniture Company.
fourth Thursday
evening eact
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially Invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; p. A. LWn Secretary
FOR, RENT Furnished rooms over J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
York's store.
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every first Tue
day of the month In the vestry roomi
FOR RENT Elegant furnished suite of Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock p
parlor and bedroom" with piano m. Visiting brothers are cordially In
also large sunny south room with vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charlei
private entrance, steam heat, all Greenclay, Secretary.
!
modern conveniences. Inquire 1022
Fourth Street
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherlj
FURNISHED ROOMS, 716 Grand Love at Woodmen ol the World hall
Avenue.
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
FOR RENT Cottage
In desirable Sonsul; O. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
neighborhood, newly painted, pa Montague, Local Deputy.
Vlsltlni
pered, electric lights. Low rate members are especially welcone and
Phone Purple 5301.
cordially Invited.

GAZINE PRACTICALLY

Depart

m.....

7:20 p.

WANTED

E FORTHE OPTIC AND GET

CAFE

CHAPMAN

-

TISEMENTS

yjj

AND

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
WANTED Good cook at Las Vegas
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
hospital.
first and third Mondays of each
at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
month
WANTED
Experienced
millinery Ladies always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,
room
also
work
saleslady;
assist
President; A. D. Tillman, Finan
ant. Apply this week at the Strass
Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local TAeputy,
cier;
Bonnet Shop.
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,

mm

i

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

COLUM
RATES

LOBBY

HORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

I

i

:

OPTIC

II

'

Weak, Inactive Kidneys Cause
Much Trouble

5e

M3T

r
1

21,1914.

T
.

..
M.M.

.
...-.4-

20o per 101 the.
.25c per 103 lbs.
S0c per 161 Iks.

per

0c

lee.

1

60c per 1M '

COMPANY

Harvesters, Storors, and Distributors of Natmral Ice, tie Purity IS
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Lai Vegas Famoua.
.

A gold fob seal with monogram. Return to Mrs. S. B. Davis,
Jr 506 Columbia avenue.

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

LOST

i

'

'

'

w

Silver mesh purse. Finder
return to Bacharach Brothers and
receive reward.

LOST

15he

r
8

n
0

mw

H-

ANT Ads
Are Best

arket Finders

v

II

ELECTRIC COUPE for exchange. Will
trade my practically new Rauch-Lan- g
Electric coupe for clear land
near Las Vegas, cost $3,180. Excellent condition. Ironclad 20,000 mile
batteries, run less than 6,000 miles.
313 Burns Bldg.,
Chas. Glasgow,
Colorado Springs, Colo..

PHONE, MAIN 2

;

niiasiflno ada. aMMh ui the seosie t wMm emeag t'A
those who MIGHT BT the particular taisg fci rorth steet
e U la WOKTH MOB v
That property yo warn
ml4 neve
rh reads the adi. U Js
rspapr aaa
advertised
km.
your property uml&ia It were

ei9
aeat gf

who read and aaaer ads. la tala aewswer waal (&
lor) eooks, etemolla, tsed ssatMa?
are anxious to pay
and furniture, arttelw I as ainesa el aay irt, Bad .slal
O there- -

ft

Joints that ache, muscles that are
drawn or contracted should be treat
SNOW LINIed with BALLARD'S
MENT.
It penetrates to the spot
where it is needed and relieves suffering. Price 25c, 60c and fl.00 per
bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
Adv.

A

Bible

sets

C2

the aiaaained aca. are read

ertt

f

tUt.

7

eo

hijmt, at aa
Cda?t
ast

? all aesaiaie
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retreale J toThe"bther side of the summewith his letter; while the
colonel, murmuring complaints about
harnesses, went strolling up the
lawn.
shadowy,
Harry Hampton Btood by his sweet
heart with a boyish air of proprietor
ship, radiant, as he hald been through
these two years of his engagement "I
have it," he announced. "Don't you
want to see It?"
"Wait, Harry;" the girl glanced at
pmor? Ttic pfRrrcT TRiourr, tht Dnrn? treasure,
Francois. But the lad caught her
HL5VORT YOVNG
EUOTAnQW
walet. "Look," he said, and opened
13 his free hand and a plain gold ring
TS
DOQ33
IS
trmmu
corrmy
jy
the ashes of the emperor his "family glittered from it. With a quick moveSYNOPSIS.
should come back to France. For ment he slipped It over the little third
months the network had been spread, finger. "There," he said, "that will be
CHAPTER
Beau pre.
Wiint babe of three years, after an was tightening, and now the memory on to stay pretty soon, and then Uncle
not badger you about harIncident In which Marshal Ney which held Its
friendships securely al- Henry shall
(Cured, 1b made a Chevalier of France
r musing
nesses. He has made me wait two
iVy the Emperor Napoleon, In the home ways, took thought of a Frenchman
ml the lad's parents In the village of
in Virginia. As soon as his let- years because he needed you, but I
France, where the emperor had brief- living
will I, Lucy?
er Btopped
to hold a council of war. Na- ter was finished to his father the pen won't wait much longer,
Next Wednesday that is the wedding
the
that
might
boy
prophesied
flew
across
poleon
the
lines:
tone day be a marshal of France under
"The sword of Austerlitz must not day, Lucy."
mother Bonaparte.
With that Francois turned around.
be in an enemy's hands," he wrote to
'
Fran-toote
CHAPTER II-- At
the age of ten
Hie face shone with an excitement
meets a atraneer who is astonished hie father. "It must stay where it
which could not escape even preoccu-jpieiwtaen the boy tells him he may one day may again be lifted In the
day of dana "marshal of France under another
lovers.
the
for
of
letHis
France."
ger
glory
Ikapoleon."
"What is It, chevalier? You hare
ters were apt to be slightly oratorical;
CHAPTIJR III Francois demonstrates
news what is it?" the girl cried.
H nerve by climbing a lofty church it was moreover the fashion of the day
For a moment he could not speak.
eeple. Thig deed is witnessed by the to write so.
iThen: "Yes, mademoiselle,
tranger who marvels at the hoy's same-nea- s
great
He
raised
his
head
and
stared
into
and asks him to visit him at
the street. It was enough to decide news," he said. "The prince has sent
the Chateau.
for me. And I am well and fit to go. I
visits General hisj expedition for this summer that have lived for this time; yet I am
CHAPTER
and
the Baron daspard Gourgaud, who with General Bertrand,
d
Allxe, his
daughter, lives
bad given to Louis Phil 'grieved to leave you and Harry, my
t the Chateau. A soldier of the Empire
of the emperor, to a two old friends."
arms
the
wider Napoleon he fires the boy's imag- lipe
ination with stories of his campaigns placed in the Invalides. Every mii't-tie- r
ut, Francois, you cannot go before)
, srith the emperor.
8
of the Bonaparte family was Wednesday," Harry Hampton cried
CHAPTER V Francois
father loses aroused, and to the heir It was a trum- out "We cannot be married without
Ua possession In a game of chance.
pet call. He could hardly wait to go to you."
CHAPTER VI The general offers France, to reclaim that insulted sword.
And Francois considered.
"No, not
JPrancols a home at the Chateau. The He wrote
on, finished the letter to the before Wednesday," he agreed.
oy refuses to leave his parents, but In
end becomes copyist for the general exiled king, his father, a gloomy and
the
That last French lesson in the summend learns of the friendship between the
old man whom the son did not r-house
on the banks of the smooth-flowingeneral and Marquis Zappl, who cam- lonely
paigned with the General under Napol-o- forget through years spent away from
James river was on a Saturhim.
day. On Monday the Chevalier Beaut CHAPTER Til Marquis Zappl and Then he drew out a fresh sheet of pre
rode over from Carnifax and asked
on, Pletro, arrive at the Chateau. The
and his faint smile gleamed; to see Miss Hampton.
general agrees to care for the Marquis' paper,
in
for the thought of this adherent
yaon while the former goes to America.
"Mademoiselle Lucy," he said. "I
was pleasant to him.
' CHAPTER
have eoinething to ask of you."
shows mark-ai- d Virginia
"Chevalier Francois Beaupre," he
attention to Marquis
because
"I will do it," Lucy promised blithehe once saved the life ofZappl
the general. headed the letter, and began below,
ly, not waiting for details.
The Marquis before leaving for America
ks the boy to be a friend of bis son. "My friend and Marshal of Some Day."
"You trust one,
Francois
JVrancoia solemnly promises.
He considered a moment and wrote Mademoisellelaughed. that Is plain.
Lucy
to
the
boiled
words
if
as
the
CHAPTER
goes to the quickly
his face became serious. "Do you
Chateau to live. Marquis Zappl dies pen. "The baton awaits you. Come. Then
remember a talk we once had together
leaving Pletro as a ward to the gnneral. I make an
expedition within three when I told you of my old playmate,
Allxe, Pietro and Francois mett a
trange bov who proves to he Prince
and I need you and your faith Alixe?"
Xouia Napoleon. Francois Baves his life. months,
in me. Our stars must shine togethflushed furiously as
The bride-to-bCHAPTER X-general discovers er to give full light. So, mon ami, Join she recalled that talk. Then she nodFrancois loves Allxe, and extracts promemise from him that he will not Interfere me here at the earliest, that the
ded in a matter-of-fac- t
manner. "I rejketween the girl and Pietro.
peror's words may come true.
member very well," she said. "It was
BONAPARTE."
"LOUIS
'""CHAPTER
when I threw myself at your head and
Is a
oner of the Austrians for five years,prisin
said you didn't want me."
you
two
the castle owned by Pletro In Italy. He
Across the water, in Virginia,
discovers. In his guard one of Plctro's old
Francois' shoulders and hands and
On
the
few
made
had
changes.
years
family servants and through him sends
eyes went upward together into an
word to his friends of his plight.
French gesture. ' "What a
eminently
CHAPTER XV The general. Allxe and
cried. "What an unspeakhorror!"
he
Pletro her from Francois and plan his
rescue.
able manner to recollect that talk!
How can you? How can you be so
!
CHAPTER XVI Francois as a guest
brutal to me?"
f the Austrian governor of the castle
prison Inspects the interior of the wine
Both
of
at
that burst into
them,
ellar of the Zappls.
'
laughter. Lucy was grave

fyvi

A

VI

A

T

JANUARY

d

-

rrc

pip

pworM

'
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First Maiden Why this unseeming
gayety on thy part, brother?
Second Martian I've got a chance
to pick up a little ready money. I
Just got a wigwag from the world that
one of them aeroplanes la stuck on
one of our satellites, and they want
me to drop em a rope.
'

,

--

BAD SEASON

seven-year-ol-

g

i

VIII-Fran- cois

bffi

,

JJ

1

-

cois

e

The

XTV-Fvan- cols

The Critic Sorry I missed seeing
that mob scene in your last production.
The Actor To which mob scene do
you allude? The one in the play, the
one in the audience, or the one on salary day?
NO CHANCE FOR TROUBLE

light-hearte- d

CHAPTER XTO Francois receives a
note from Pletro explaining in detail how
o escape from his prison. He starts and
reaches the wine cellar.
CHAPTER XI Francois goes to Italy
s secretary to Pletro. He has an Interview with Allxe before leaving and nearly reveals his love for her. CHAPTER XII Queen Hortense plans
the escape of her son I. mi in Napoleon
by
disguising him and Marquis Zappl as her
lackeys.
CHAPTER
takes Marquis Zappi's place, who Is 111, in the
escape of Hortense and Louis. Drossed
as Louis' brother Francois lures the
Atistrians from the hotel allowing the
T'rlnce and his mother to escape.
.

suddenly.
,

-

XITI-Fran- cols

"death-warrant-

1
1

,

CHAPTER XXII Lucy Hampton hears
how Napoleon knighted

Francois.

light-pierce- d

CHAPTER XXni Prince Louis
In America become? the guest ol
the Hamptons.
meets
XXIV Napoleon
CHAPTER
Francois at the Hamptons. Framois as,
sures the Prime of his Intense loyalty to
him and his cause.

.

"CHAPTER XXV Lucy Hampton re- veals her love for Francois after the latter saves the life of Harry Hampton and
la himself injured in the effort

Iff

CHAPTER XXVI-Frantells Lucy
Hampton of his undying love for Alixe.
CHAPTER XXVII Francois returns
to his home in France. He tells Allxe
his one wish in life is that she love Pietro. He Joins the political plotters, his
health fails and he Is forced to return
to America.
cois

'

(Continued From Yesterday.)

I
t

sun

all-fire-

XXVIII.

Summoned.
May 9, 1840, the
shone gaily in London. It filtered

On

the morning of

In Intricate patterns through the curtains which shaded the upper windows
of a house in Carlton gardens, and the
breeze lifted the lace, and sunlight
nd breeze together touched the bent
head of a young man who sat at a
nvriting-tablA lock of hair had escaped on hie forehead and the air
touched it, lifted it, as if to say:
the Napoleonic curl! See how he
is like his uncle!"
But the pen ran busily, regardless of
the garrulous breeze; there was touch
to do for a
prince who
found time to be the hero of ballrooms, the center of a London season,
and yet could manipulate his agents
throughout the garrisons of France,
and plan and execute a revolution. It
was the year when the body of Napoleon the First was brought from St.
Helena to Paris, and Louis Bonaparte
had resolved, in that Bteady mind
which never lost its grip on the reason
of being of his exinteuce, that with
e.

"Be-liol-

hard-workin- g

"But you have something to ask
me, Francois. You spoke of your
playmate beautiful Alixe."
"It is only you whom I could ask to
do this, Mademoiselle Lucy. I have
never told anyone else about her. Only
you know of the words came 81W
ly "of my love for her. She does not
know it. Alixe does not know. Ano
may be killed, one sees, in this fight
for the prince. Quite easily. And
Alixe will not know. I do not like
that. In fact I cannot bear it. So thie
is what I ask of you, dear mademoiShe
Carrie married a traveling
He brought out a letter and
selle."
salesman. ,
held it to her. "If you hear that I am
He Is their married life happy?
killed, will you send it to Alixe?"
She Yes. He's rarely ever home.
it
"You Have News What Is It?" the
Lucy took tlje, letter and turned
Girl Cried.
"I do not like thie
over doubtfully.
sort of
commission, FranON THE. QUIET
letter
the
when
lay
June day
prlnce'e
cois. I feel as if I were holding your
oi
the
last
in the post office of Norfolk
the roses were showing pink and red
"But it is not by a bit of writing
over the gardens in a sudden breeze.
meet my finish, mademoiselle.
shall
the
arched
trees
that
of
the
The leaves
not to die one minute sooner
promise
were
house
road that led to Roapoke
letter. It is only that it wil!
for
that
sappy green, just lately fully spread, make me
happy to know you will send
and glorious with freshness. Their .t."
white
on
the
pike,
shadows, dancing
So Lucy, holding the letter gingerly,
were sharp cut against the brightness.
cave of agreed. But as Francois rose to go
And through the
a moment and laid
shade a man traveled on horseback she stood by him coat eleeve. "Franhand on his
her
man
a
to
another,
one
from
plantation
to tell you something."
who rode as a Virginian rides, yet with cois I want
"But yes, mademoiselle yes, Lucy."
a military air for all that. He patted
"It is something wrong."
the beast's neck with a soothing word,
"Yes Lucy."
and smiled as Aquarelle plunged at the
"I am going to tell Harry I said it"
waving of a bough, at a fox that ran
"Yes."
an
if
observer
across the road. But
"This is it, then" and Francois,
had been there he might have seen
not
with
waited and there was deep
was
smiling,
man's
thought
that the
drawing-roohorse or journey. Francois Beaupre, silence in the big, cool, quiet
for as long ae a minute. "This is
riding out to give a French lesson to
so
Miss Hampton at Roanoke house, as it, then. I don't know how I can be,
Miss Summerboarder Do your cows
ho had been doing for four years, all unreasonable hut I am. I love Harry
I am happy. But I am quite jealous give much milk?
unconscious as he was of the letter
of Alixe. And I think you are the most
Josiah De Farm Do they? Say,
awaiting for him at the moment in
to wonderful person I have ever known jiat between yew an' me, they give so
event
the
of
was
thinking
Norfolk,
much more wonderful than Harry.
much thet we dilute the well
come to which that letter caned aim
if you had water we sell tew th' campers with it
"Lucy! Oh, Lucy!" A voice called If there had been no Allxe;
liked me I can imagine having
from the lawn, and in a moment more
the colonel was upon them. "Lucy," adored you. I do adore you, Francois.
A GOOD IMAGINATION
with
he began, "somebody must arrange Now. how is all that compatible
I don't
1ov
is
In
mv
Harry?
time
marrying
my
new
harnesses;
about the
am a
too valuable to be taken up with de know how it. is but it is so. I so."
Is
tails. Uncle Zack says they are need wicked sinful person but It
The next time Lucy Hampton saw
ed at once.. It has been neglected.
and
so
are
Francois
it was when, white-robedo not understand why things
sweet in her enveloping mist of veil
'
neglected."
of the
"I have seen to it, father. They will she went up the chancel step3
and
church,
little
country
answered
Virginia
week,"
Lucy
h readv in a
was a
that
smile
mot
a
Francois
looking
up
noticed
Then the colonel
whom she
'finnd dav. chevalier," he spoke con benediction from the man now at the
had loved, who stood close
he
the
"Ah
way"
by
descendingly.
cut a hand into one pocket and then ide of her lover, her husband.
another of his linen coat. "They gave
me a letter for you, chevalier, knowing
that you would be at Roanoke housea
(To be Cc tilnued Tomorrow)
saw
today. Here it ie' and Lucy
light leap into Francois' eyes as they
Colds to be Taxen Seriously
fell on the English postmark.
people realize that com
"I
Intelligent
again.
And Lucy spoke quietly
mon colds should be treated promptly.
not
did
but
you
did ask you, father,
If there is sneezing and chillinesn
see to it, and they were necessary. So with hoarseness, tickllnz throat and
read
I did it." And then, "chevalier,
promptly the use of
one." coucthlng, beginand
Tar Compound. It
your letter. I see it Is a foreign
Foley's Honey
"Wotcher bo happy about, Fatty?'
"Will mademoiselle pardon?"
is effective, pleasant to take, checks
"I wust just thinkin if I d hud a
uneven
step
an
a cold, and stops the eoiisu which
At that moment
what a lot of candy and cakea
dollar
Francois
causes Iops of sleep and lowers the
came down the slope and
I could git!
flashed a smile at Harry Hampton, and vital resistance. O. G. Schaefer and and rings
post-morte-

the story of
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V

X

CHAPTER XVIII Francois
escape!
through a secret passage from the wine
cellar. AUxe awaits him on horseback
and leads him to his friends on board
the American sailing vessel, the "Lovely
IiUcy."
CHAPTER XIX Francois, as guest of
on the "Lovely Lucy,"
HarrytoHampton,
America to manage Pietro's esgoes
tate in Virginia.
CHAPTER XX Francois wins reaped
and admiration of the aristocratio southerners. He becomes a favorite In the
horn of the Hamptons.
CHAPTER XXI Lucy Hampton fall
in love with Francois and pleads with
him for the story of Napoleon.

'
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PROGRAM TONIGHT

LOCAL NEWS

AT THE

1

USiltlfpib

Regular dance tonight at

F. B.

hall.

MUTUAL 'MO VIES

5:45

BRIDGE STREET

Adv.

Ripened

Scedles-Tr- ec

Light

automobile

lamps at

o'clock this eevning.

They have that delicious tang or smack that makes you want
more.

Tonight at the Y. M. C. A there
Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
will be two boxball contests, which at the Opera Bar. Adv. will be played by the following teams:
Baskettossers vs. Buzzwagons, PreachThe Wells Fargo Express company
ers vs. Painters.
yesterday received shipments of mountain quail from Rincon for Apolonio
A called communication of ChapA. Sena of Park Springs, Veeder and
man lodge No. 2 A. F. and A. M. will
Veeder and J0B9 A. Baca. Each rebe held tomorrow evening at 7:30 p.
ceived six pairs of the birds, which
m. Work in third degree. All memare handsome specimens. ' Mr. Sena
bers and visitor requested to attend,
will release his quail on his ranch at
tend.
Park Springs. Mr. Baca will turn his
loose at Itociada and Messrs.
The Ladies' Aid society of the First quail
Veeder and Veeder hope their conBaptist church will meet tomorrow
of
will be the beginning
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the home signment
birds
toothsome
the
bevies
of
large
of Mrs. Pierce Stewart, 610 Main avewhere they havei a
nue. All members are urged to he at Buena Vista,
These genof
property
large piece
present.
tlemen expect to' allow no hunting on
several years, in
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Banks of Den- their properties for
a chance to
to
glvaf
quail
order
the
ver are the proud parents of a baby
?
multiply.
to
mothBoth
them
Monday.
boy born
er and babe are reported as doing
nicely. Mrs. Banks was formerly Miss
MYERS l!AY BE NAMED
Mary Coors of this city.

Their sweetness has the delicate, zestful flavor which only
comes to an orange that ripens slowly on its sunny bough, during warm golden days.
They are the finest oranges grown in the world,
Buy Them by the Box
By

the Half Box

$t.00

By

the Dozen

SSo COo
to

Sfesf lis Store
MAJB ilaqket
AsDirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings - unique patterns-a- ll
prices.

Customers visiting the Las Vegas
TO SUCCEED KURN
Mercantile company store today noticed a most happy expression on the
VEGAS
face of Mr. Lester Sands. Naturally RUMOR HAS IT THAT LAS
MAN WILL BE GIVEN A
Mr.
showed
which
Inquiry followed,
PROMOTION
and Mrs. Sands to be the parents of
to
them yesterday.
a baby girl born
Although no official informtiou can
obtained concerning the resignation
he
Two applications for wild animal
M. Kurn as general superintendof
J.
at
were
made
this
bounty
morning
the court house. Jose Ignacio Lujan ent of the western lines of the Santa
of Sanchez applied for $2 as bounty Fe, is generally conceded that the
exupon a coyote, while Peter Hartman rumor is authentic. However, the
will
retire
Kurn
Mr.
when
date
act
of Mishawaka asked for $36, bounty
has not been learned, but it probably
upon 12 coyotes and six wild cats.
will be the first of the month, it is
ansaidl
thought.
about the city that
It is
Mr. Kurn, it is said unofficially,
other case of French leave occurred
this week and the person leaving left will go to a railroad by the name of
bills amounting to over $50. This is Detroit, Toledo and Ironton, and will
getting to be a regular thing in the be its president. It Is rumored that
city, this case being one of several Mr. Kurn has contracted to act as
taking place during the lastj 30 days. president of this road for five years
at a salary of $20,000 a year. Mr.
The following civil service examina- Kurn has been popular with the Santa
from
tions will he held In this city en the Fe lines and hi3 retirement
dates mentioned: February
service with the Atchison will be res
(male) salary $100 to $10 per gretted.
Mr.
Rumor's
In
will
succeed
who
assistant
as to
petromonth; laboratory
(male) salary $1,4001 to l.S00. Kurn also are being passed about the
For all other Information Inquire of city and state. It is generally believ
ed that Superintendent F. L. Myers
('scar Linberg at the post- f.C3.
of the New Mexico division will be
E. Vigil was arrested last night by the man selected to take Mr. Kurn's
Officer E. C. Ward on the charge of place. Mr. Myera Is popular on this
drunkenness, and this morning was division and from reliable Information
brought before Judge D. R. Murray, it Is said that he Is among the most
who sentenced him to pay a fine of capable men available for the job. The
$5 and the costs, of the case or serve
ten days in' the city jail. Vigil was
endeavoring to raise the money late
this afternoon.
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These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest arid nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

i
;

Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

Ml

FOR HIRE

'

Lutomobiles for
hire at any lime needed. The best of
service with reasonable prices.
I

can now furnish

li. B. HUBBARD
Agent

Overland Automobiles

Phone Main 397

-

417

Railroad Ave

The city council will meet tonight
at an adjourned session, the meeting
for last week having been postponed.
There are just enougn councilmen in
the city to make a quorum, and it is
expected that all will be present this
evening. Aldermen Quinn, Wiegand
and Boucher are out of town, while
Aldermen McGuire, Hays, McClana- han, Stern and Lorenzen are here.

All Hands Are

Eager
for another sack of Our
Pride flour once they have
tried it. If there were only

pro

I K, would

mmmm.
;;

ft

Yesterday morning, while driving
north on the Hot Springs boulevard,
Mr. and Mrs. Luciano Mares and baby
were thrown from their buggy and
injured more or less severely when
the team hitched to the conveyance
hecame frightened and ran away. The
buggy was turned completely over.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Mares suffered
numerous injuries. The conveyance
was completely demolished.

e a mighty struggle

ODTain 11.

TO

uu lucre oit

y
plenty, so order one
for yourself just to learn
what a perfect flour is.
to-da-

LAS VEGAS ROLLER MILLS
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FRESn EVAPORATED FRUITS
Apricots
Peaches
Pears
Prunes
Loganberries
Currants
Eaisins
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Pedro Gallegos, who resides in Upper Las Vegas, has been appointed
guardian of Francisco Sandoval, aged
8 years. Gallegos appeared this morning before Judge Adelaido Tafoya of
the probate court, who approved his
petition. Gallegos said he would see
that the hoy is well educated, fed and
clothed and will give him $i00 in cash
when he reaches his twenty-firs- t
birthday. Young: Sandoval is the son of

'

Majestic Brsisd Apples

&

Tomorrow night at the O. R. C. hall
the Knights of Columbus will give a
dance.
The affair will he informal,
and will be enjoyable, as the Knights
have established a reputation for giving jolly , events. Mrs.: Simison and
John Cook, pianist and drummer, will
furnish the music. The dance will begin at 9 o'clock The Knights will
hold a short business meeting, begin
ning at 7 '30 o'clock, before the dance.
All members are requested to be pres
i

Fids

six-re-

Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Rja, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

Their juice is richer than wine.

Last chance to see "Sappho ," the
Feature Film, Tonight
First show begins at 7:15 o'clock. Second show at 8:45 o'clock. Ad,
mission 10 cents and 20 cents.

j

Mrs.' Rof'a Curulo de Sandoval,
fiel recently in her home in
Las Vegas.

who
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announcement as to who wil take the
position will be made within the next
few days, it is thought.

'

LARGE CA81 FOR

ELKS' MINSTREL

Six hundred and fifteen dollars is the new price
of the Ford F. 0. B. Las Vegas complete with
equipment. Get catalog and particulars from -

MANY MEMBERS OF THE LODGE
EXPRESS WILLINGNESS TO
"BLACK UP"

LAS VEGAS FOHO SALES CO.

.Last night at the. Elks' clubhouse
occurred the first meeting of the
members of the lodge who are to take
part In the minstrel show to be given
next month. There ..waat a large at'"
tendance.
:
r 1i
The next meeting will be held
night, when the first steps to
ward the organizing of the chorus
will be taken. With the large list of
names of the Elks who wish to take
part 5n the production, this feature
undoubtedly will be arge. The Elks
possess considerable talent in singing
and amateur theatrical work.
Mrs. Charles Kohn, who will manage the production, was present last
night and stated tnls morning that
undoubtedly the show would be a
grand success, due to the amount of
material; in the lodge. The work of
rehearsing will begin within two
.

to-ro-

I Jefferson Reynolds, President
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
;S. B. Davis, Vice President.
' H. ErleiHoke, Assistant Cashier.
HaUrt Raynolds, Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
;;t

INSPECTOR TO LOOK

In every department
are prepared

AT FEDERAL

of Banking we
to give the best of service

SITE

interest Paid

J. H. HUNTER INFOKMS POSTMASTER HE WILL BE HERE
ABOUT JANUARY 27

The "West side postoffice has been
notified by J. H. Hunter, site inspector
for the. United States postoffice department, that he will be here on or
about January 27 for the purpose of
looking at the sites proposed for the
government building here, the erection
of which has been authorized by con
gress. Mr. Hunter at present is in
Santa Fe, where he is looking at sites.
He will be shown the site that Las Vegas people have agreed on as suitable
to the people of both sides of the
and doubtless will look at all the
'other locations which property owners
have asked the goverrment to consider. If the matter of a site Is decided at once, it is likely the erecticn
of the building will be begun without
much more delay.

on Time Deposits

L fi H W :W & O'D

G &

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
faM

Gal-lina-

LONG WILL BE

'Uu-

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything: needed for the auto.
Non-Ski-

HE WILL ADDRESS THE L'NIVER
SITY CLUB ON "JUDICIAL
DECISIONS"

0. R. G. HALL

....

weeks.

THE NEXT SPEAKER

at the

OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.

,

Capita!, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $23,000,

JUDOE

COLUMBUS

Count the cars in your town
and it's bright dollars to red
cents you'll find the Ford in
the lead. It's the one car you
can rely on at all times and
under all conditions. It's the
car your neighbors buy.

"The Press" was the subject discussed yesterday evening by the Uni
versity club, at Its regular meeting at
the Y. M. C. A. A paper on the sub
ject was read by Colbert C. Root, following which waa a general discussion.
Some of the men present took Issue
with the leader, when he stated that
the press, taken aa a whole,; is unbiased and makes an earnest endeavor to
learn the entire truth and publish it.
Others were skeptical of the assertion
that the public Is devoting Its attention more generally to the news
In order to form convictions and
opinions regarding public men and
policies, than to the editorial section.
Some interesting and valuable opinions were brought out.
Judge E.' V. Long, who was present,
consented to address the club at its
next meeting, which will occur Friday
evening, January 30. His subject will
be "Should Public Oipnion
Affect
Judicial Decisions?" The club is looking forward to a most Interesting session. Rev. J. L- Imhof was elected
president of the organization and P.
H. LeNoIr was chosen as secretary.
These two are to constitute the program committee. The object of the
club is to discuss matters of current
interest. Any persons interested are
invited to consult with the secretary
reparoling membership.
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ALL

WOK BONE AT

GUARANTEED

OUR SHOP

F01 ITS PEKFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

col-um-

THURSDAY

EVENING

JA1ARY 22

Good Music
Good Timo

!
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cottish Eite, Reunion
January

18th. to 24th.. 1914

Tickets on sale January 17th. to 2!;!i. inc. 1914.
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TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

S0c' a Couple

Room with li;;ht house- keeping privileges for two ladles.
Not healthseekers. Phone Olive 5142.
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